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The complexity of urban areas within the mosaic of private and public vegetation has led
communities to enact regulations to manage numerous benefits of urban vegetation. As urban
populations continue to increase, regulations for governing vegetation becomes increasingly
common. This study examined the variation in trends, structure, language, clauses, and
provisions of vegetation ordinances within communities across the Southern United States.
Qualitative content analysis using NVivo computer software was used for analyzing ordinances
collected from Municode. Several discrepancies and similarities were explored in ordinance
structure and content, along with problems such as lack of effective ordinance components
(enforcement and severability provisions), unclear goals, unclear provisions, inadequate
information, duplications, section contradictions, and misspellings. Findings will guide urban
foresters, arborists, planners, and elected officials while developing new codes and suggest a
need to draft better ordinances and revise problematic ones to increase positive impacts on the
community green infrastructure.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Urban forests are an integral part of the urban ecosystem as they provide numerous
benefits. These include mitigating climate change, regulating water flow and improving water
quality, aiding in air filtration and improving air quality, providing food and habitats for various
flora and fauna, acting as a filter for absorbing urban pollutants, maintaining urban biodiversity,
enhancing community aesthetics, maintaining surrounding temperatures, increasing land and
property values, reducing energy consumption, and providing several recreational, spiritual,
cultural and health values. The focus of the urban forestry paradigm has shifted primarily from
the beautification of communities to a system that covers the environmental, economic, and
social benefits of urban and community trees (McPherson 2006).
The range of urban vegetation extends from public to private properties including trees
and other plants in yards, parks, and those in and adjacent to roads. The establishment,
management, and protection of vegetation on such properties are shaped by private property
owners’ decisions as well as regulations (i.e., ordinances or codes) established by municipal
authorities (Miller et al. 2015). Local laws and regulations that govern the policies surrounding
urban trees and landscape management are known as vegetation ordinances (Zhang et al. 2009).
The establishment of vegetation ordinances introduces a legal framework for communities to
regulate their urban vegetation (Grey 1996). The success of these ordinances depends on several
factors, including sociodemographic and cultural characteristics of the community, ordinance
1

enforcement, and community leadership that supports urban forest management (Miller et al.
2015).
Rural forest benefits decrease as urban expansion increases. The Southeast United States
(USA) (7.5%) had the second highest amount of urbanized area after the Northeast USA (9.7%)
(Nowak 2007), demonstrating a strong possibility these percentages might increase in the future
(Nowak et al. 2005). Furthermore, this could be accelerated since the population of urban areas is
expected to increase by 85%, or 439 million by 2025 (DeSA 2013). The population growth rate
has been constantly increasing, leaving urban forest growth drastically behind (Zhu & Zhang
2008). The impact of urban development stressors over time motivated cities to enact vegetation
ordinances to manage their urban green infrastructure (Zhang et al. 2009). As a result, an
increasing percentage of cities have instituted ordinances over the past several few decades
(Zhang et al. 2009). In 1984, there were less than 100 tree protection ordinances across the USA,
which dramatically increased overtime to more than 80 ordinances in California alone (Duerksen
& Richman 1993).
However, in the process of developing ordinances, communities often referenced several
well-known publications as templates (Grey 1996, Abbey 1998, Bernhardt & Swiecki 2001). All
communities differ by soils and climatic conditions, cultural traditions, political and economic
climates, and legal frameworks. It is essential to address these four factors before writing
ordinances (Weber 1982). In the rush to develop ordinances, communities may be ignoring
social, economic, and ecological contextual factors specific to their situations thereby creating
ordinances that do not have desired impacts. Long range planning of ordinances requires
interpretation of ordinance structure and language along with their meanings given to them by
different community groups (Cook 2016). Thus, to ensure that current vegetation ordinances are
2

interpreted and understood as they are supposed to be, additional research focusing on the
language and structure of policies is essential. Therefore, this necessitates attempts to examine
trends, characteristics, languages, structure, provisions, and clauses listed in current vegetation
ordinances.
1.1

Purpose of the study
The research question of this study was to understand how the vegetation ordinances

differ in structure and content. Research findings will help local policy makers identify strengths
and weaknesses of current ordinances and thereby lead to the discovery of the best design,
implementation, and enforcement practices.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Municipal tree ordinance
Communities use various tools to achieve sound, healthy, and well-managed forests. Tree

ordinances are one of the tools enacted by municipalities to provide municipal authority and to
establish minimum standards to regulate trees on both public and private lands (Bernhardt &
Sweichki 1991, Miller 1997, Zhang et al. 2009). However, the establishment of tree ordinances
is not enough to ensure the maintenance and enhancement of urban and community trees
(Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001). Ordinance should be linked to a proper management strategy for
better performance and effective implementation.
Several guidelines for developing ordinances currently exists (e.g., Grey 1996, Fazio
1997, Abbey 1998, Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001). Their purpose was to provide general
information with verbiage selected by the authors for convenience and perceived quality. Grey
(1996) and Bernhardt and Sweichki (2001) published 16 ordinance components that any ordinary
municipal tree ordinance should comprise (e.g., findings, definitions, creation of tree board,
educational qualifications of municipal arborists, permits, interference, appeals, and penalties).
Tree protection ordinances typically contain definitions, enforcement, penalties, and appeal
sections (Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001). Tree ordinances should be developed focusing on local
needs rather than following existing templates and guidelines. Local community focused
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ordinances can contribute towards combining environmental protection with tree ordinance
regulations (Miller 1997).
The establishment of an effective tree ordinance is not an easy task (Miller et al. 2015).
Several stakeholders such as arborists, developers, urban foresters, private property owners,
horticulturists, and realtors exist in the community and they hold differing opinions regarding
ordinances. Therefore, it is essential to attain community support before developing ordinances
(Weber 1982). Ordinances that do not define the responsibility and lack authority for carrying
out activities were considered ineffective (Miller et al. 2015). Bernhardt and Sweichki (1991)
evaluated whether the California tree ordinances comprised structural components for an
effective ordinance. They identified seven essential components that every effective ordinance
should meet, even though they vary in structure and content. These include: (1) clearly stated
goals, (2) defined responsibility and the provision of authority, (3) basic performance standards,
(4) flexibility, (5) enforcement methods (6) of the role in a comprehensive management strategy,
and (7) attainment of community support. Ordinances lacking one or more of these components
will be ineffective (Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001).
Simply passing a tree ordinance is not enough to contribute to urban and community tree
management. First, communities should draft relevant and effective policies. Second, policies
should be enforced (Hill et al. 2010). Hill et al. (2010) indicated that tree ordinances and zoning
together were effective in creating and preserving urban forests, while only having a tree
ordinance, a tree board, and designating responsibilities to key personnel were not sufficient by
themselves. The establishment of a tree board by communities because it is provisioned in their
ordinance, does not guarantee success of urban forestry programs (Elmendorf et al. 2003). It
mostly depended on the time and energy invested, degree of use, knowledge, and training of
5

those serving on the tree board committee. The issues faced by a municipal forestry program are
not only limited when drafting effective tree ordinances but also in its implementation,
management, and community support (Olsen 2000).
Weber (1982) stated that municipal tree ordinances were rarely similar among
communities. The length, content, and complexity of ordinances varied widely (Head 2006),
even among the states and other nations (Dickerson et al. 2001). Significant variation in urban
forest policies were also reported in Canadian municipalities (Kenney & Idziak 2000). In the
USA, some municipal ordinances provided numerous authorities to the community while some
were much more restrictive (Duerksen & Richman 1993). Some ordinances were simple, easily
understood and enforced, while some were very general in scope and implementation
(Tereshkovich 1990). Moreover, Dickerson et al. (2001) demonstrated that provisions included
in ordinances varied according to community socio-demographic characteristics. Places with
higher income and education levels were more likely to have provisions biased towards the
protection of existing community trees, while their counterpart’s ordinances were focused on
community aesthetics and safety. However, the authors did not test for differences in verbiage
and specifications of those ordinances. All these studies showed that ordinances were not similar
across communities and states, but there is a need to examine how they vary.
Scholars also reported the existence of duplication within municipal ordinances.
Bernhardt and Sweichki (1991) described the way ordinances were developed by communities.
They identified that very few ordinances were original. Normally, communities referred to
existing ordinances or followed well-known templates or model ordinances. Such ordinances
focused less on management priority, available local resources, and cultural characteristics
(Dickerson et al. 2001). Some ordinances were exact copies of others, and included obsolete
6

terminologies and ideas, while some ordinances were modified by additions, deletions, or
changes to some key words and phrases (Tereshkovich 1990, Bernhardt & Sweichki 1991, Head
2006). Drafting ordinances in this manner resulted in the enactment of ordinances without
integration of tree management strategy and leads to the inclusion of inappropriate goals that
communities may struggle with, or never accomplish (Bernhardt & Sweichki 1991).
Inconsistency in findings regarding the existence of variation and similarities in structure and
content of municipal tree ordinances opens an unexplored area for further research to understand
the current trend of vegetation ordinances within and across USA communities.
2.2

Tree ordinances in the USA
Ordinances governing urban and community trees and vegetation were not a new concept

(Zhang et al. 2009). The introduction of tree ordinances in the USA has been guided by many
factors. William Penn drafted the first tree ordinance to establish rules of tree planting during
early settlements around 1700 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA (Zube 1971) which is
considered the earliest recorded landscape ordinances (Abbey 1999). Several historical
movements like industrialization, the City Beautiful movement, romanticism, progressivism, and
the influence of the gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar dispar) pest outbreak led to the passage of
additional tree ordinances for trees care on public rights-of-way (ROW) and in parks (Miller et
al. 2015). In North America, the introduction of Dutch elm disease (Ophiostoma ulmi) degraded
city tree populations, which increased the enactment of ordinances. Additionally, experiencing
native vegetative losses caused by rapid urban development also led cities to enact ordinances
(Miller et al. 2015). Some communities identified certain plants as public nuisances and thereby
developed their ordinances (Miller et al. 2015).
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In 1976, the National Arbor Day Foundation (NADF) introduced the Tree City USA
recognition program, which encourages communities to enact tree ordinances. To be designated
a Tree City USA, communities must meet four criteria: (1) pass a tree care ordinance, (2)
establish a tree board, (3) have a tree program with at least a $2.00 per capita budget spent on
trees, and (4) hold an annual Arbor Day celebration(Heynen & Lindsey 2003). In 2006, there
were 3,213 Tree City USA communities in the USA (Zhang et al. 2009), which increased to over
3,400 in 2014 (Arbor Day Foundation 2014). Dickerson et al. (2001) predicted the numbers
would increase in the coming years because of benefits Tree City USA communities receive such
as higher chances of receiving grants and emergency funds (Rosenow & Yager 2001, Arbor Day
Foundation 2014). In addition, some studies have shown a continual increase in communities
with ordinances over time (Ries et al. 2007, Hauer et al. 2008). As the number of communities
with ordinances increases, it becomes essential to understand and examine how these ordinances
were developed, and what components were contained within that contributed towards urban and
community tree management. Such an evaluation will guide future policy makers when drafting
effective policies pertinent to community characteristics.
2.3

Comparative analysis of ordinances within communities
Few studies included a comparative analysis of ordinance components. Almost 80% of

California cities included municipal tree ordinances and there existed a large variation among
them (Giusti et al. 2005, Thompson 2006). For example, redwoods were declared a “heritage
trees” and provided legal protection in Mill Valley while redwoods were defined as an
undesirable species in Sausalito, California (Stephenson 2004). Some cities included provisions
regulating many tree species while some were limited to single tree species (William et al. 2012).
For example, Thousand Oaks, California only regulated oak tree species (Nicholas 2007).
8

Similarly, some cities included a provision for hiring employees or contractors who understand
pruning standards during tree trimming procedures, while only a small number of cities hired
utility companies or private individuals to implement the same standards (Thompson 2006).
William et al. (2012) stated that although California tree ordinances contained most important
provisions, powerline issues were rarely addressed. The study recommended revision of
ordinances to resolve such issues.
Gatrell and Jensen (2002) discussed the viability of urban forestry policies by detailing
differences among policy components of two Florida communities, Gainesville and Ocala.
Although both communities had ordinance-based strategies, Gainesville ordinance included
provisions such as submission of landscape plans before all development projects, and lists of
tree removal permits, approved tree species, full-time city arborists, and tree replacement
requirements encouraging native tree species. However, Ocala ordinance was less focused to tree
protection, planting, and design policies. Results reported that the structure and component of
urban forest policies vary within local communities. Likewise, the cultural background and
policies of two neighboring cities in Southern California, Loma Linda and Redlands, were
compared to evaluate the importance of urban street tree policies (Galenieks 2017). Results
identified that urban forest policies of both cities were evolve differently, concluding that city’s
culture that supported tree protection guidelines and policies could play an important role in
urban forest management.
Some comparative analyses examined the effectiveness of municipal tree ordinances
(Sung 2012, Sung 2013). However, this effectiveness was not measured by reviewing the
ordinance structure and components. The comparative analyses of ordinances that focused on
ordinance structures and components were very limited. There have been no such studies
9

conducted on a regional level to date. Thus, a detailed and systematic analysis of ordinance
content is essential to understand community priorities and scopes (Lavy & Hagelman 2019).
2.4

Ordinance types, structure, and components
Limited researchers have evaluated the ordinance types. Bernhardt and Swiecki (1991)

requested copies of tree ordinances from all California counties and municipalities. They
identified that 159 city tree ordinances and nine county ordinances were in practice. Based on the
study objectives, tree ordinances were classified into three categories: (1) street tree ordinances
that regulated tree planting and removal on public rights-of-way, mostly managing species that
create hazards to the public on roads, (2) tree protection ordinances which protected native
vegetation with historical importance, and (3) view ordinances that played an important role in
resolving conflicts between property owners concerning the blockage of views or sunlight caused
by taller trees. The current research will review municipal ordinances similar to this study, but it
will be limited to ordinances published in Municode. Also, an evaluation by ordinance type was
not in the present study scope.
Abbey (1998) explained state-by-state municipal landscape ordinances for more than 300
USA cities and listed several ordinances, which included landscape ordinances, street
landscaping and planting, open space planting, land use buffers, parking lot screening, interior
planting, and others. Some items were included as provisions within comprehensive ordinances.
Each of the ordinance sections were discussed in plain language regarding their objectives and
functions along with practical on-the-ground implications. However, the author did not focus on
how these ordinances, or the sections and provisions, vary among communities in terms of
structure, function, and content.
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Furthermore, Gutman and Landry (1977) identified different types of tree ordinance
found in New Jersey, USA using data obtained from the New Jersey State League of
Municipalities. Results identified several ordinance types such as tree removal ordinances, open
space zoning, and subdivisions for development and site plan reviews. The study also assessed
governance components such as the supervisory agency, application process, exemptions,
appeals, along with other clauses. This study led to questions concerning whether the specificity
and detail of ordinances improved their effectiveness, narrowed differences in municipality
needs, and promoted quality of local standards and enforcement effectiveness.
Zhang et al. (2009) used survey procedures and searched community websites to identify
and analyze tree ordinances in 100 Alabama communities. The study identified six common
ordinance components: (1) creation of a tree board; (2) tree plantation, maintenance, and
replacement on public land; (3) protection and care requirements for public trees; (4) selection of
approved tree species; (5) removal of diseased and dead trees on private land; and (6) street tree
definitions. The study did not detail each ordinance component because the focus was to evaluate
tree ordinances as public policy and their use as participation tools.
Content and structure of tree ordinances were explored in 527 municipalities and 150
counties in Georgia (Head 2006). Survey procedures along with a review of municipal codes
through the online website www.municode.com was carried out for data collection. Results
identified 46 individual tree ordinance components, which were briefly discussed presenting
ordinance text as examples from the communities. The study clearly identified similarities and
differences across ordinance components and provisions. Studies like this are essential to extend
to other states. Also, comparison of ordinance structure and components are essential when
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developing a framework of support to local policy makers for the better implementation and
enforcement of es.
Few studies examined the relationship between ordinances and community population
size. Population growth was identified as a major factor contributing to increases in concerns for
tree protection (Cooper 1996, Henderson et al. 2009). Some studies (Schroeder et al. 2003,
Kuhns et al. 2005, Head 2006, Stevenson et al. 2008) reported that communities with higher
populations have more tree ordinances than communities with smaller populations. From these
studies, it was clear that having tree ordinances in any community was influenced by community
demographics. However, there has been limited research conducted exploring whether ordinance
contents and provisions also varied by the community population size.
Several studies (Miller & Bate 1978, Kielbaso 1989, Tereshkovich 1990, Treiman &
Gartner 2004, Stevenson et al. 2008, Hauer & Peterson 2016) employed survey procedures to
assess policies and activities of municipal urban forestry programs. Others (Mc Pherson 2001,
Szantoi et al. 2008, Hill et al. 2010, Landry & Pu 2010) evaluated the influence of tree
ordinances on urban tree canopy. Findings were often at the state level and the majority focused
on frequencies of ordinances and provisions. Such studies paid less attention to intricacies of
ordinance languages, clauses, and specific provisions. Also, research must not only assess tree
preservation ordinances, but also a variety of regulations that fall under the umbrella term of
“vegetation ordinances”. Researchers have conducted several studies on urban areas and its
vegetation but failed to realize the need for analyzing urban forest policies. To date there are
very limited research on analyzing vegetation ordinances. At the regional level, there are no
studies directed to vegetation ordinances. Realizing this gap, this research reviewed vegetation
ordinances within communities across the Southern USA. Findings will generate
12

recommendations for making ordinances easier to develop, more beneficial, and more
understandable for users than many of the currently existing ordinances.

13

CHAPTER III
MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1

Study area
The study was conducted across eight states of the International Society of Arboriculture

(ISA) Southern Chapter (i.e., Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee). Initially, the study area targeted the Southern United
States, but due to time constraints, it was limited to ISA Southern Chapter states.

Figure 3.1
ISA Southern Chapter states included in the study area. (Map: Kripa Neupane,
2020)
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3.2

Municipal code corporation (Municode)
Municipal code corporation (Municode), an online site (www.municode.com) that

publishes local codification of municipal legislation for every state was a source of data
collection for this research. Cities must pay a membership fee to have their codes posted to
Municode for free public access; therefore, not all community ordinances were available on
Municode. The scope of this research only included communities listed in Municode across the
eight southern states.
3.3

Sample selection
Counties and parishes were excluded from the study to maintain state-level consistency.

Communities which were not technically incorporated places, but listed in Municode, were also
omitted. In total, there were 678 communities listed in Municode across the eight states. For a
manageable sample, sampling was limited to 10% of communities listed for each state in
Municode. For most states, (i.e., Alabama (AL), Georgia (GA), Louisiana (LA), North Carolina
(NC) and South Carolina (SC)), a 10% sampling intensity provided a sufficient number of
communities to analyze (Table 3.1). However, for Arkansas (AR), Mississippi (MS), and
Tennessee (TN), the number of sample size was less than four. To account for this, a minimum
sample size of eight was used, which is about 20% of the communities listed in Municode of AR,
MS, and TN. Moreover, the threshold of eight was used based upon the minimum sample size
obtained after 10% sampling (i.e., eight of South Carolina (SC)). Given the minimum threshold,
a total of 83 communities were sampled from 678 across the eight states (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1

Total number of communities represented in Municode and the corresponding
adjusted sample size selected by state

States
Alabama

Cities listed in Municode 10% sample size Adjusted sample size
90
9.0
9

Arkansas

24

2.4

*8

Georgia

214

21.4

21

Louisiana

93

9.3

9

Mississippi

37

3.7

*8

North Carolina

119

11.9

12

South Carolina

84

8.4

8

Tennessee

17

1.7

*8

Total

678

83

*Represents states with a minimum threshold of eight communities.

After calculating the total sample size for each state, a stratified random sampling (SRS)
method was used to select communities by population size within each state. The idea behind
population stratification was to ensure representation of communities from all population sizes.
This not only accounted for the variation in the sampled population but also provided an
opportunity to examine the relationships between population size and ordinances. The SRS
attempted to follow the protocol used by Kuhns et al. (2005), which had six population
categories: 118-500; 501-1,000; 1,000-3,000; 3,000-10,000; 10,000-50,000; and > 50,000.
However, the population distribution among Municode communities across the eight states
contained few communities with populations below 118 to 3,000 (Figure 3.2). Therefore, only
three population categories were created: (1) low category representing less than 10,000
population, (2) medium category representing population from 10,000 to 50,000, and (3) high
category representing more than 50,000 population. As a result, the first four categories from
Kuhns et al. (2005) (i.e., 118-500; 501-1,000; 1,000-3,000; and 3,000-10,000) were merged into
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one (i.e., < 10,000). The remainder of the categories were kept unchanged (i.e., 10,000-50,000,
and > 50,000).

Figure 3.2

Population distribution of Municode communities across the eight states

Communities were then allocated to each population stratum using a 10% sampling
intensity for states above the minimum threshold level (for example, see Table 3.2). For states
below the minimum threshold (AR, MS, and TN), a population proportion was calculated for
each population stratum and then multiplied by the minimum threshold level (i.e., eight) to get
the final sample size (for example, see Table 3.3). The final sample size by population stratum
and by state is presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.2

Example from Louisiana, a state over the minimum threshold of communities,
showing the adjusted sample size for each population stratum.

Population strata

Total number of
communities

Low (< 10,000)
Medium (10,001-50,000)

63
25

High (> 50,000)
Totals

5
93

Table 3.3

10% sample
size
6.3
2.4

Adjusted sample
size
6
2

0.5

1
9

Example from Mississippi, a state below the minimum threshold of communities,
showing the population proportion and adjusted sample size for each stratum.

Population
strata

Total number
of communities

Low (< 10,000)
Medium
(10,001-50,000)
High (> 50,000)
Totals

7
28

Population
proportion
(PP)*
0.189
0.757

2
37

Sample size

Adjusted sample
size

(PP x 8)

0.054

1.5
6.1

1
6

0.4

1
8

*PP represents total number of communities in each stratum (e.g., 7) divided by total number of communities across
the strata (i.e., 37).

Table 3.4

Final sample size by state and population stratum

States
Alabama
Arkansas
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Totals

Low
(< 10,000)
4
1
14
6
1
7
5
1
39

Medium
(10,000-50,000)
4
4
6
2
6
4
2
4
32

High
(> 50,000)
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
12

Total number of
communities in each state
9
8
21
9
8
12
8
8
83

To complete the process, Microsoft Excel was used to draw samples randomly for each
stratum. All communities were assigned random numbers, sorted by strata, and the required
number of communities by stratum were selected from the sorted database.
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3.4

Data collection
The online site, Municode (www.municode.com), was explored to identify tree and

vegetation related chapters for each selected community. The process of data collection involved
two steps. First, chapters addressing vegetation, including trees, were identified in each code.
During this step, trees and vegetation regulations were discovered to not only be limited to code
and under designated chapters. Therefore, step two involved querying the database using words
such as vegetation, trees, plants, landscapes, grass, weeds, and shrubs to identify vegetation and
tree regulations that lacked specific standalone chapters but were presented under other chapters
and sections. The study’s scope was to include all green-based regulations written in sampled
communities. Thus, any regulations dealing with trees, plants, grasses, weeds, and plants were
downloaded for analysis.
3.5

Data analysis
Qualitative content analysis using NVivo (QSR International 2017) computer software

was used to analyze the differences and similarities among terms and phrases in the data. Content
analysis is a research method used for interpreting text-based information with a systematic
procedure of coding and identifying themes or patterns (Hsieh & Shannon 2005). It is a
technique of analyzing or screening documents such as texts, articles, newspapers, and titles,
which can be further classified, based on similarity in meaning (Antrop 2011). It acts as a
flexible tool for analyzing text documents (Cavanagh 1997) and a fundamental tool for
examining collected government documents (Huang et al. 2010). Content analysis has been
widely used in social science studies such as communication and media, (Jacobson et al. 2012,
Lovejoy et al. 2014), health science (Graneheim & Lundman 2004), and gender (Collins 2011,
Wallis 2011) but has rarely been used in forestry research. Hence, this study utilized content
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analysis to contribute to the body of knowledge regarding vegetation ordinances across the eight
southern states.
NVivo is computer software that compresses large quantities of words into fewer content
categories based on explicit rules of coding (Weber 1990). NVivo enables researchers to perform
a deep level of analysis on large volumes of text-based information. The software organizes and
analyzes unstructured data and examines relationships in the data through linking, shaping,
searching, and modeling. The researcher then develops a coding scheme guiding coders to make
decisions in the analysis of content.
As a part of data analysis, downloaded data from Municode were exported to NVivo
software. The procedure of content analysis was then applied following techniques used by Berg
and Lune (2007). First, documents were very minutely and carefully read line by line. Second,
since the coding process is a crucial part of the analysis (Huang et al. 2010), codes were
analytically formulated or adopted from the data. The process of code formulation included
identification and analysis of keywords, sentences, phrases, and purpose of ordinance sections
while codes were adopted using structural components of the ordinance. The coding process took
the most time, as it was not a onetime process and required repetitive analysis to manage, refine,
and focus on the most important data components (Cook 2016). The third step was to change
formulated codes into themes and sub-themes that fit the data. Finally, these themes and subthemes were sorted based on similar phrases, patterns, relationships, and commonalities or
disparities. In this way, large text content was given a meaningful interpretation using content
analysis.
The coding procedure for the first theme “Organization of ordinances” is provided as an
example (Table 3.5). The overall list of initial codes generated from the data and final themes
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and sub-themes reconfigured from initial codes were presented creating a coding table, which
were included in Appendix A (Table A.1). This coding table was comprised of three columns:
(1) code-adopted, (2) code-formulated, and (3) codes changed into themes and sub-themes. In
some cases, codes were both formulated and adopted, while in other cases, one or the other. For
clear differentiation of themes and sub-themes in the third column, two separate tables were
created (i.e., one for sub-themes and one for sub minor themes). The creation of sub-themes and
sub minor themes depended upon the type of finding. For example, if an important finding was
discovered under a major theme, then a sub-theme was created to denote that finding. Similarly,
further detection of new findings under that sub-theme led to the introduction of sub minor
themes. Therefore, not all major themes have sub-themes and/or sub minor themes. In some
cases, initial codes were directly changed into final themes because no findings were explored
further in the analysis. Examples were severability provisions, conflict in regulations section, or
provisions of electronic recordkeeping. For more thorough analysis and systematic organization
of data, codes formulated were kept under codes adopted in the NVivo software. The list of
initial codes in the code adopted and/or code formulated columns were denoted by a dot (⚫).
Codes identified under initial codes were denoted by hyphen (-). A number was assigned to
denote sub-themes while a tick mark (✓)was given for sub minor themes.
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Table 3.5

Coding procedure for the first theme “Organization of ordinances”
Code formulated
Themes

• Placement of vegetation
ordinance
- in code
- in appendix
- one-chapter
- two-chapters
- three-chapters

Changed codes into
Sub-themes and minor sub minor
themes

Organization of
ordinances

While exploring vegetation ordinances in Municode, it was discovered that vegetation
ordinances were placed in several places in Municode. Therefore, an initial code “Placement of
vegetation ordinance” was formulated and listed all available locations it was found (i.e., code,
appendix). As the process of data analysis went further, it was discovered that vegetation
ordinances were listed in single as well as multiple chapters. Therefore, the number of chapters
included were counted and listed under the initial code. On further data configuration, these
initial codes were changed to give a meaningful interpretation with a theme “Organization of
ordinances”.
3.5.1

Scientific rigor
The significance of any research depends upon its trustworthiness, which can be

established through credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln &
Guba 1985). Credibility refers to the degree of honesty in results, which was established through
persistent observation. The idea of persistent observation involved the identification of several
attributes that were most appropriate to the problem and investing them in detail for further
analysis (Lincoln & Guba 1985). Using systematic methods of policy analysis, each of the
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collected data was examined on a repetitive basis and identified themes and patterns used to
analyze current trends and structure in existing ordinances.
Transferability indicates that obtained results can be applied to other settings and contexts
as well (Lincoln & Guba 1985). Policy documents regarding vegetation laws were analyzed
based on communities of varying population sizes and through the content analysis across the
eight states, which opened the door for numerous views of analysis. Dependability describes the
possibility that results may change in the future (Lincoln & Guba 1985). It was noted that some
communities had updated their vegetation ordinances after this content analysis was completed.
To incorporate this and maintain dependability, changes were noted and impacts on obtained
findings were discussed. Similarly, this study presented a short glimpse of existing vegetation
laws and may change in the future upon further research.
Finally, confirmability is the phase where results were agreed upon by others (Lincoln &
Guba 1985). Confirmability was established through defense of the study and through external
and internal audits. . The purpose of having such audits was to evaluate whether research
findings, interpretations, and conclusions were supported by the data (Lincoln & Guba 1985).
Three individuals outside the University, who had extensively dealt with city ordinances,
performed an external evaluation, which was then followed by an internal evaluation conducted
by graduate committee members. Both external and internal evaluator comments and feedback
were addressed to assess research accuracy.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Forty-two themes were created within the communities across the eight southern states.
Representative text from the ordinance were presented as evidence to illustrate themes and their
corresponding sub-themes emerged from the data. Appendix A contained a detailed breakdown
of themes and corresponding sub-themes.
4.1

Organization of ordinances

Vegetation regulations were in both codes and appendices in Municode. Often, vegetation
ordinances were found in single as well as multiple chapters of a code of ordinances. Most
communities addressed vegetation regulations within a single chapter, but not necessarily a
chapter devoted solely to vegetation. For example, commonly found single chapters were under
the topics of environment, streets, sidewalks, and public places; trees, buildings and building
regulations, nuisance, park and recreation, boards, commissions and committees; and land
development regulations, administration, landscaping, and zoning. Other vegetation ordinances
were within multiple chapters. For example, one community addressed two vegetation articles
under two chapters: (1) landscaping and tree protection; and (2) parks, recreation, and cultural
affairs. Similarly, another community mentioned its three vegetation articles under three
chapters: (1) street, sidewalks, and public places; (2) environment; and (3) zoning. Similarly,
some community ordinances lacked vegetation regulations in the code but were presented in an
appendix. For example, one community enclosed two sections and one whole article under an
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appendix: Sections: 37-14 - Landscape and tree protection under article XXXVII. EASTERN
SHORE PARK OVERLAY DISTRICT GENERAL PROVISIONS, and 39-14 - Landscape and
tree protection under article XXXIX. - JUBILEE RETAIL DISTRICT OVERLAY. Similarly,
whole article as ARTICLE XIX. - LANDSCAPE STANDARDS AND TREE PROTECTION.
4.2

Legal terminology used in ordinances
In law, the use of “may,” “shall,” and “must” carry meanings of permission, ordering,

and prohibition (Kurzon 1986). The terms “shall” and “may” were commonly used in
ordinances. However, their use was inconsistent. For example, clear variation can be seen in the
title sections. Some communities used both “shall” and “may” when defining their title section,
while other communities used one or the other. Some examples were: one community stated,
“This article shall be known and may be cited as the "Urban Forestry Ordinance" of the City.”
Another community stated, “This section shall be known as the … Tree Conservation
Ordinance”, and next indicated, “This article may be cited as the … Tree ordinance.”
4.3

Ordinance objectives
Stating objectives describes the goals ordinances hope to achieve. Readers can get a clear

vision of an ordinance with the help of this section. Ordinance goals were addressed under the
section headings of findings and purpose or intent of ordinances. However, not all communities
included objectives in their ordinances. Objectives were similar as well as different among
communities. Some addressed short and specific objectives, while others listed numerous
objectives. A common ordinance objective was to protect and promote public health, safety, and
welfare of the citizens of a community.
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Other more common objectives included the environmental, economic, and aesthetic
benefits provided by trees. The most common environmental objectives found across the eight
states were to aid in the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and generate oxygen and
infiltration of air pollutants; aid in the prevention of erosion and sedimentation; aid in control of
drainage; moderate temperature extremes with natural tree cover; encourage the preservation of
existing trees and vegetation; reduce noise, glare, and heat; reduce flooding and stormwater
runoff; screen incompatible land uses; promote energy conservation; provide visual buffering;
provide habitat for wildlife; conserve and enhance the physical environment; and preserve the
unique identity and environment of the city. The less common environmental objectives
identified were assisting in traffic calming; reducing health risks; preventing rivers, canals,
ditches, and other waterways from silting; preserving the water table; providing for reforestation;
and preventing overcrowding of land.
Likewise, sentences and phrases dealing with costs, expenses, and monetary values were
regarded as economic objectives. A common economic objective was to protect and increase
property values. Less common economic objectives were to protect investment, add economic
value, and increase economic development. Phrases oriented towards appearance and
beautification were focused towards aesthetic attributes of the community. A common objective
was to enhance the beautification of the city. Less common aesthetic objectives were enhancing
the appearance of the city, …for the purpose of making a more attractive place to live,
community aesthetic and improve quality of life, and protect and enhance the aesthetic qualities
of the community. The review of ordinances also explored several uncommon ordinance
objectives, which were categorized, into nine sub-themes.
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4.3.1

Urban canopy cover
A target to enhance urban canopy cover existed in few municipalities. Language dealing

with urban tree canopy varied in many ways. For example, some communities stated the exact
percentage of canopy cover they hoped to achieve while some did not. For example, one
community indicated “The goal of this article is to protect through preservation, to promote the
establishment of, and to maintain a 40 percent urban tree canopy cover in the city.” Another
community stated, “To establish and maintain the maximum sustainable amount of tree cover on
public and private lands in the city.” Some communities directly focused on canopy cover
maintenance while some did so indirectly. For example, one community wrote , “The city deems
it necessary and desirable in the interest of public health, safety and welfare to enact an
ordinance for the preservation, planting and replacement of trees and to prevent the
indiscriminate removal of trees and reduction of canopy cover within the city.”, while other
community described, “The purpose and intent of this section is to provide standards for the
management of trees and forest areas, including the tree canopy and specimen trees ….”
4.3.2

Community oriented
Objectives focused towards community or public enhancement were documented in few

communities. The community oriented sub-theme was coded by objectives focused on educating
community people, enhancing awareness, facilitating public participation, and other sentences
devoted towards caring and benefitting the community. For example, one community stated “To
further, promote for the benefit of our community an understanding of the value of trees new and
old as an important economic asset, environmental asset and as creating a positive image of a
caring community.” A unique objective of providing education to community people regarding
trees and its benefits was identified by another community, i.e., “To encourage public education
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about trees and their value to the community.” Similarly, a community mentioned providing
awareness and establishing an education program regarding trees in its ordinance objectives but
did not include a direct statement devoted towards the public. As stated, “Building an awareness
of the need for and value of preserving trees. Establishing an education program providing
information and guidelines for tree preservation and maintenance.”
4.3.3

Establishment of a tree board
A tree board consists of a group of individuals or committees responsible for managing

urban and community trees. It acts as a platform for community citizens to participate in urban
forest management. Establishment of a tree board was already a structural element of an
ordinance in many well-known templates. However, one community stated that tree board
creation was one of its objectives. As stated, “The purpose of this article is to promote the health,
safety, and welfare of existing and future residents of the city and its environment……. to
establish a city tree board to work with the city to implement the goals and objectives of the
public tree management ordinance.”
4.3.4

Tree ordinance adoption for Tree City USA designation
In many communities, ordinances were adopted to provide standards for planting,

preservation, and maintenance of trees and vegetation on public and private lands. However, one
question that arose from the review of other few ordinances objectives was whether such
ordinances contributed towards community tree care and management. For example, a
community mentioned that its reason for adoption was to be designated as a Tree City USA. As
stated, “The purpose of this tree ordinance is to provide a mechanism for the management of
trees and woody vegetation in the city. Since adoption of an ordinance is one of the requirements
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for Tree City USA recognition, the city hereby adopts this ordinance in order to establish
guidelines for tree planting, cutting and care in the city.”
4.3.5

Tree survey
An ordinance should be integrated with planning techniques for better performance thus

raising three questions; what do you have? what do you want? and how do you get what you
want? (Miller et al. 2015). The first question of in a planning technique can be answered through
a tree survey. Tree surveys provide insights about the actual ground scenario, which can lead to
establishment of an effective ordinance. However, the objective of tree surveys was only
discovered in a single community. As stated, “It is the intent of this article that all site
development, residential, commercial, and industrial, be undertaken with a survey of trees on the
portion of land proposed for development and the final placement of the buildings, structures,
roads, utilities and other features minimizes the removal of significant trees on the property and
to recognize the importance in preserving, protecting and planting of trees for……”
4.3.6

Unclear objectives
Ordinance objectives and whether or not they are achieved are a means for evaluating

their effectiveness. Therefore, objectives should be clear, specific, and measurable so that
progress can be assessed after a certain period of enactment. However, the lack of clear, specific,
and targetable objectives was common in ordinances. As mentioned by one community, “To
establish and maintain the maximum sustainable amount of tree cover on public and private
lands in the city.” Similarly, next community noted “The overall purposes of this section are to
promote tree conservation, the increase of tree canopy, and the protection of existing trees in the
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city.” In these examples, the question arises as to how much was the sustainable amount of tree
canopy cover and how much of it was expected to increase in the community.
4.3.7

Management strategy
Ordinances should only set standards and provide authorization for management

activities. They should facilitate rather than prescribe management practices (Bernhardt &
Sweichki 2001). In practice, ordinances should be developed before the management plan
because a review of an existing plan provides a foundation to write an ordinance. However, some
communities linked ordinances objectives with a management plan, stating that ordinances aid in
developing an urban forestry management plan. For example, one community stated, “It is the
purpose of this article to promote and protect the public health, safety, and general welfare by
providing for the development of an urban forestry management plan to address the planting,
maintenance, and removal of public trees and woodlands in order to promote, maintain, and
improve the unique benefits of the urban forest resource …” while another community specified
“It is the purpose of this section to promote and protect the public health, safety, and general
welfare of citizens and visitors by providing for the development of a community forestry plan to
address the planning, maintenance, and removal of public trees …..”
4.3.8

Tree removal and replacement
In many ordinances, an individual section dealing with tree removal and replacement

were commonly found. However, only a few communities seemed to be very concerned about
shortcomings of tree removal in the community. These communities stated the goal of
minimizing tree removal and emphasizing tree replacement in the objective section. One
community noted “The city deems it necessary and desirable in the interest of public health,
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safety and welfare to enact an ordinance for the conservation, planting, and replacement of trees
and to prevent the indiscriminate removal of trees in the city …”
4.3.9

Model city
One community ordinance established a specific goal of becoming a model city in its

ordinance objective. As stated, “It is the purpose and intent of this article to beautify the city by
properly managing the preservation of trees on city property using approved horticultural
procedures; to encourage orderly addition of trees to city property in the interest of improving
the ecology and environment of the city; and to set a further example to the general public of the
city commission's determination to establish …..as a model city in every respect.”
4.4

Definition section
This section included definitions of terms, or phrases contained in the vegetation article.

Definitions are important so users can agree on the meanings of terms. The location of this
section was usually included as either short or long lists in the first few sections or at the end in
some ordinances. Few codes included an extensive appendix of definitions. The number of
definitions varied widely. Furthermore, the definition of the same terms varied within and across
the states. The definition of two terms; park tree, and street tree were commonly discovered in
ordinances following the National Arbor Day Foundation (NADF) sample city tree ordinance.
Some terminologies, for instance, caliper, diameter at breast height (DBH), tree, and tree topping
were found in almost every ordinance.
The definition of a caliper was mentioned by many communities. Trees up to four inches
caliper were measured at six inches above the ground, which was similar within sampled
communities, while the measurement of larger trees varied. One community stated, “Caliper
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refers to tree diameter, measured six inches aboveground for trees up to four inches caliper, and
12 inches above ground for larger trees”, while another indicated, “Caliper means the diameter of
the plant stem six inches above the ground, for trees with a caliper of four inches or less. Trees
possessing a caliper in excess of four inches are measured 54 inches above the ground.” Another
finding identified was inconsistent use of units while defining caliper. Where most sampled
communities defined the measurement of the caliper in inches, one community used feet. As
stated, “Caliper means the diameter of a tree, at the specified distance above ground level, as
applied to the following: (1) Existing trees; 41/2 feet above ground level and (2) New trees: six
feet above ground level.”
Diameter at breast height (DBH) was defined similarly within and across each state. It
was measured at four and one-half feet in many sampled communities, except in some, it was
measured at four feet or chest height (approximately five feet from the ground). Dealing with
multiple trunks, the provision of DBH measurement was found varied. Some communities
considered it as a separate tree, while some measured the trunk below the split. For example, one
community specified, “Diameter at breast height (DBH) is the tree trunk diameter (in inches) at a
height of 4½ feet above the ground. If a tree splits into multiple trunks below 4½ feet, then each
trunk is measured as a separate tree”, while next stated, "Diameter breast-height (DBH)… is
measured at a height of four feet above the ground. If a tree splits into multiple trunks below four
feet, measure the trunk at its most narrow point beneath the split.”
The definition of a tree usually started as “any self-supporting woody perennial plant” in
many sampled communities. Two criteria; trunk diameter and tree height were usually found in a
tree definition. The trunk diameter of trees was inconsistent, measuring between two or at least
three inches. However, it was three inches in most communities. As stated, “Any self-supporting
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woody perennial plant ...normally attaining a trunk diameter greater than three inches at DBH
and height of over ten (10) feet.” Similarly, tree height varied from 10 to greater than 20 feet.
One community wrote, “Tree means any self-supporting woody perennial plant…which has a
trunk diameter of two inches …and which normally attains a height of at least 10 feet at
maturity,” while another specified, “Trees means self-supporting, woody, perennial plants which
normally grow to a minimum height of 20 feet or greater in the county.”
Tree topping was commonly defined in the tree topping text section rather than in the
definition section. The measurement of a limb was a criterion in carrying out tree topping in
many communities. The minimum limb measurement explored was two inches. Some
communities stated the standards for the amount of canopy that can be removed during the
topping procedure while some did not. For example, One community indicated, “Topping is
defined as the severe cutting back of limbs to stubs larger than three (3) inches in diameter
within the tree’s crown to such a degree as to remove the normal canopy and disfigure the tree”,
while for another community, “Topping means the severe, non-selective cutting or heading back
of limbs to stubs which are two inches or more in diameter, within the tree’s crown area to such a
degree as to remove more than 25 percent of the tree crown and disfigure the tree.”
4.5

Enforcement provisions
Enforcement is an important element that every community must meet to have an

effective ordinance. The purpose of this component was to designate personnel responsible for
enforcing the article. The review of ordinances identified a lack of enforcement officers in many
communities. Even in the communities, which have enforcement officers, the authority
responsible for enforcing the article varied within and across the state. In most, enforcement and
violation sections were linked together. Examples of the person and/or department responsible
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for enforcing the article were director of public works, city departments, mayor, planning
department director or director’s designee, city building inspector, police, urban environment
officer, city building and neighborhood services department, city building and zoning
department, city arborist or their designee, department of community’s services or their
designee, code compliance officer, and city park commission. The responsibility of an
enforcement officer was not only limited to enforcing the article. In some communities, they
were charged with multiple tasks such as administering the article, issuing permits,
recommending approval or denial of applications for land disturbance permits and certificate of
occupancy, providing advice, and performing necessary inspections to determine if required
landscaping had been installed according to the approved landscape plan. The review of
enforcement provisions in ordinances identified two major findings, for which two sub-themes
were created: (1) lack of clear definition and (2) strong emphasis on enforcement language.
4.5.1

Lack of clear definition
During the analysis, some community ordinances that did not define their enforcement

officers were identified. For instance, “If the provisions of this article are not complied with, the
code enforcement officer shall serve written notice upon the owner, lessee or occupant or any
person having the care or control of any such lot to comply with the provisions of this article.”
The community from where this was taken had neither any direct statement nor any individual
section that defined an enforcement officer. Nevertheless, when going through the article the
term “code enforcement officer” was found and referred to the enforcement officer of this article.
Therefore, it was interpreted as the enforcement officer of this community.
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4.5.2

Strong emphasis on enforcement language
While the majority of ordinances lacked enforcement provisions, some communities

established a very uncommon provision that showed strong concern towards enforcing the
article. Alternative personnel were designated to work as an enforcement officer under the
absence of the main designated personnel (i.e., Urban Environment Officer (UEO)). For
example, “The UEO shall cause the provisions of this chapter to be enforced. In the UEO's
absence, these duties shall be the responsibility of a qualified alternate designated by the City
Manager.”
4.6

Penalty provisions
Despite the lack of specified enforcement, penalty provisions were common in

ordinances. Fines, jail terms, physical labor on streets or public works of city, court orders, and
tree replacement were listed as penalties. Fines ranged from $50 to $1,000, with $500 being a
typical amount. Imprisonment terms varied from 60 days to six months and the physical labor
period to work for cities was up to six months. The statement “each day violation continues
shall be considered a separate offense” was usually found in ordinances with a penalty
provision. Some communities lacked penalties specific to vegetation and were directed to look
over general penalty violations written for the overall code of the article. As mentioned,
“Violations of any provision of this article shall be a misdemeanor punishable as provided in the
Code of Ordinances of the town.”
Communities were identified having variable punishment terms for violators. Some
communities included the provision of a fine, imprisonment, or both while few contained the
mixture of fine, imprisonment, and physical labor together or in alternate action. One community
noted, “A violation of this article shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be punishable as such
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in accordance ….by a fine not to exceed $1,000.00 or imprisonment not to exceed 90 days, or
both”, while another community mentioned, “Whenever in this Code or in any ordinance of the
city any act is prohibited or is made or declared to be unlawful or an offense, ……….a fine not
to exceed $500.00 and imprisonment in the city prison or in the parish jail and work and labor on
the streets or public works of the city, whether within or without the corporate limits, not
exceeding 60 days, or both a fine and sentence of imprisonment and labor and all sentences may
be in the alternative and fines may be imposed with the alternative of sentence to imprisonment
and labor if the fines are not paid…” Furthermore, while most communities clearly stated a fine
amount, and jail terms for violations, some community penalties were based upon court
decisions. For example, one community noted, “Violation of any provision of this article shall
be a basis for injunctive relief ” and another stated, “Any person violating any provision of the
article, shall…... be punished within the discretion of the judge of said court.” Two sub-themes
were created to address further findings under penalty provisions.
4.6.1

Penalty for repetition of the violation
Some community ordinances were highly concerned with minimizing violations in the

community. These communities-imposed penalty requirements for each repetition of violations.
The original fine amount was doubled for each occurrence upon repetition of a violation. As
mentioned, “The fine or penalty for violating any provision of this chapter shall, upon conviction
in the district court, not exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00) for any one specified offense or
violation, or double that sum for each repetition of such offense or violation.” If the violation
was continuous with respect to time, the provision of charging a fine for each day was identified.
For that, the fine amount varied from $250 to $500 per day. One city indicated, “Except as
otherwise provided, a person convicted of a violation of this Code shall be punished by a fine not
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exceeding five hundred dollars ($500.00) or double such sum for each repetition thereof. If the
violation is, in its nature, continuous in respect to time, the penalty for allowing the continuance
thereof is a fine not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) for each day that the same is
unlawfully continued”, while another community identified “Except as otherwise provided, a
person convicted of a violation of this Code shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) or double such sum for each repetition thereof. If the violation is, in
its nature, continuous in respect to time, the penalty for allowing the continuance thereof is a fine
not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each day that the same is unlawfully continued.”
4.6.2

Violations upon tree actions
Communities were discovered to have two types of penalties, one focused on violating

overall provisions of a chapter and the next associated with tree activity. Under the penalties
imposed upon tree works, some communities charged fine amounts based on the DBH caliper of
the trees. Examples were: one community noted, “Fines for tree violations …. shall be assessed
based upon the DBH caliper size of the tree in question. The following fines per caliper inch
shall apply. (1) Live oak trees, $200.00 per caliper inch (2) All other trees, $100.00 per caliper
inch.” Next community stated, “Persons responsible for unauthorized removal of a protected tree
or trees may be subjected to a civil penalty of $100.00 per inch of diameter at breast height.”
Few communities gave the impression of knowing the effectiveness of tree replacement
rather than imposing fine amounts upon violation. They stated that the provision of replacing
trees as a part of the penalty. Replaced trees were to be chosen from the community approved
tree list and be of the same kind and quality. The survival period for replaced trees was at least
two years and under any circumstances, if such trees died earlier than the assigned period,
another tree of the same kind was to be planted, following the same replacement criteria as the
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original. As stated by one community, “Replacement trees must be the same kind of tree as that
removed or from the approved tree replacement list. …...Owners must certify that replacement
trees survive two years. Trees that do not survive must be replaced per the requirements of the
tree ordinance.” Another tree-based penalty discovered was violations for tree damage on public
property. The cost of repairing, replacing, or incurring an amount equal to the value of damaged
tree was charged to the violator, depending upon the tree condition. One community identified,
“If, as the result of violation of this article, the injury, mutilation, or death of a public tree is
caused, the actual cost of the repair, replacement, or the appraised dollar value of such public
tree shall be borne by the party in violation…”
4.7

Establishment of tree board
The purpose of the tree board was to establish a citizen advisory board, commission, or

committee (Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001). Based on the review of ordinances, seven sub-themes
were created: name of tree board, purpose of tree board, composition of tree boards,
compensation, filling of vacant positions, board meetings with record of proceedings and
findings, and duties and responsibilities of tree board.
4.7.1

Name of tree board
Several terms were used to denote tree boards such as tree commission, tree committee,

tree advisory boards, and tree preservation boards. The language defining tree board was similar
in many communities. Moreover, some communities included their community name in the
definition while some did not. One community stated, “There is hereby created a board to be
known as the Columbus Tree Board for the City of Columbus, Mississippi (hereinafter referred
to as "board").” Another community noted, “There is hereby established a tree commission….,”
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while next indicated, “There is hereby created an advisory board of the city called the tree
advisory board.”
4.7.2

Purpose of tree board
The sections defining the purpose of a tree board were found in few communities. The

common tree board goals were oriented towards tasks such as giving advice, promoting public
education about trees or organizing public educational events/programs, developing innovative
and joint funding for projects from a variety of sources, organizing activities to celebrate arbor
day, giving directions to the tree management aspects of the city-wide beautification plan and
programs for city-owned property, and promoting the responsible planting, maintenance, and
advocacy of trees within the city. Some uncommon tree board goals identified were enforcing
the article and creating diversity within the tree committee. As stated in one community, “Assist
the city building and zoning department in interpreting and enforcing the provisions of this
chapter,” and in other community, “Maintain the board with diversity, members willing to attend
meetings, and knowledge levels necessary to address matters that come before the board.”
4.7.3

Composition of tree board
Tree board composition deals with the size of the tree board and members to be

represented from a specific group or profession. The size of a tree board varied from five to 13
members. However, a tree board size with seven members was most common. For example, one
community stated, “The PCB will consist of five members…” Another community noted, “The
board shall consist of seven members…” Next community specified, “A minimum of seven and
a maximum of nine citizens……”, and Other detailed, “There is hereby created a tree board for
the city, which shall consist of 13 members…”
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Members to be represented on a tree board varied according to the community. However,
many communities stated that all members appointed should be interested in trees and
represented from various groups and professions such as public utilities, arborists, horticulturists,
landscape architects or designers, landscape contractors, state forester of a county, forestry
professionals, planning and zoning departments, light and water departments, garden club
councils, Beautification boards, keep America beautiful affiliates, public works and parks and
recreation directors, city administrators or their designees, local state divisions of forestry, state
soil conservation services, planning commissions, green industry professionals, and those having
a background in tree health, landscaping, or gardening.
Tree board members were comprised of both voting and nonvoting ex-officio members.
Ex-officio members were represented from certain groups and professions such as utilities,
landscape professionals, department of public works, recreation and park commissions, planning
commissions and city foresters, advisory staff members, director of planning departments, or
director of recreation departments, director of public works, parks and trees superintendents,
cooperative extension agents or state extension services, mayor and city council members who
are chairpersons of the committee on streets, committees on sanitation, and committees on parks
and recreation. Moreover, two sub minor themes were created to denote further findings under
the composition of tree board.
4.7.3.1

Inconsistent presence of citizens and residents on tree board
The inclusion tree board members were influenced by the legal status of community

people, whether they are community citizens and/or residents. Some communities included both
citizens and residents while the remaining included either. For example, in one community, “The
tree board shall consist of seven committee members, each of whom shall be a citizen and
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resident of this city.” In another community, “The tree preservation board shall consist of seven
members. Members shall be residents of the city…” In addition, some included numerous seats
for citizens and few for residents. As stated in one community, “The tree advisory committee
……. shall consist of five members of whom shall be citizens living within the corporate
limits…...; however, the town council may appoint up to one resident of the town's
extraterritorial jurisdiction to fill one of the member seats.”
4.7.3.2

Code of ethics and training for tree board members
While most communities focused on several requirements that an individual should

possess prior to serving as a tree board member, some communities emphasized credentials that
tree board members should fulfill after their appointment. This was an uncommon provision
identified in the analysis. All the tree board members were required to complete a governmental
code of ethics per calendar year and undergo training within one year of their appointment. For
example, for one community “Each member must complete one hour of …. Code of
Governmental Ethics per calendar year as per R.S. 42:1170”and each member must complete the
planning commission training within one year of appointment…”
4.7.4

Compensation
This section was commonly identified among communities with tree boards. All tree

boards stated the same provision. “Members of the tree board will serve without compensation.”
However, reimbursement provisions for expenses occurring during tree board duties was allowed
in a handful of communities. As stated, “All members of the tree board shall serve without
compensation but may be reimbursed for actual expenses incurred in connection with their
official duties.”
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4.7.5

Filling of vacant positions
The procedure of filling vacant positions in tree board was discovered in many

communities. During a period of vacancy, tree board members were identified to hold their
position unless and until their replacements were appointed. One community stated, “All
members shall hold office until their successors are appointed and qualified.” Appointing
procedures for replacements were discovered to be similar to the process for the original
appointments. Another community stated, “Vacancies occurring as the result of death,
resignation, or otherwise shall be filled for the unexpired term in the same manner as the original
appointments were made.” The serving duration of newly appointed members was noted to be
until the expiration of the previous member’s term. Next community specified, “Members will
continue to serve after the expiration of their term until replacements are made.” However, after
the end of such term, reappointments were explored to be opened for anyone on a board. Other
detailed, “Vacancies shall be filled by appointment in the same manner as the original
appointments. Any member may be reappointed for another term or terms.”
4.7.6

Board meetings, record of proceedings, and findings
Tree boards were found to be responsible for electing board officers, making rules and

regulations, keeping records of proceedings, resolutions, findings, determinations, transactions,
conducting meetings, setting up a time and date for meetings, submitting reports, making
recommendations, and writing meeting minutes. Tree boards were discovered to held two types
of meetings: regular and special. Regular meetings included those held periodically to report on
updates about the progress, condition, and other ongoing activities of the tree board while special
meetings contained critical matters that occurred suddenly and needed immediate action. This
section was commonly identified in communities with a tree board and almost all of them
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included a similar statement such as “the tree board shall elect its own officers, make its own
rules and regulations and keep a journal of its proceedings.” Four sub minor themes were created
to illustrate additional findings regarding tree board meetings.
4.7.6.1

Robert’s Rules of Order
Robert's Rules of Order is a widely used guide for governing meetings and making group

decisions in the USA. The goal of this book is to include a group of people of any size,
incorporate each of their opinions, and come to a conclusion with the consent of everyone within
a minimum amount of time, handling a situation from the easiest to worst scenario of varying
opinions (Robert et al. 2011). This book does not include legal requirements from the court, but
only provides rules, ethics, and customs dealing with meeting procedures (Robert et al. 2011).
One community followed the Robert's Rules of Order to operate its tree board. As stated, “The
FTC shall adopt Roberts Rules of Order as its rules of procedure and shall keep records of the
applications and the actions, which shall be a public record.” Even though sections with board
meetings were identified in many other communities, none mentioned the particular procedure
followed for tree board meetings as this community.
4.7.6.2

Occurrence of tree board meetings
Regular tree board meetings were discovered to be held mostly monthly, quarterly, or

yearly. One community wrote, “The tree preservation board shall meet no less frequently than
quarterly…” Additional regular meetings were stated to be organized during a time of need. As
stated by another community “The tree board shall hold regular meetings at least every six
months and may hold such additional meetings as it deems necessary.” Likewise, special
meetings were provisioned to be held during a period of special or emergent duties. For example,
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Next community specified, “The tree advisory board will have the right to …...including but not
limited to, the fixing of an annual meeting at least once each calendar year and such other special
meetings as the board may deem appropriate……....”
In addition, one community identified the requirement of a minimum of three days’
notice stating date, time, and place before calling any special meeting. As stated, “Meetings may
also be called …. after giving not less than three (3) days’ notice of the date, time and place of
the special meeting.” Few community ordinances appeared concerned about the role of public
support for the effective implementation of ordinances and community tree care. They have
made their tree board meetings open to public. For example, one community indicated, “The
meetings of the FTC shall be open to the public”, and next community stated, “All meetings shall
be public meetings and minutes shall be taken.”
4.7.6.3

Member attendance versus removal from tree board and voting power
Attendance of members at a tree board meeting was important. Absence of members in

tree board meetings had the potential to withdraw their membership from the board. However,
the provision for removing board members in communities depended upon the number of
meetings missed, which varied between communities. For example, one community stated, “Any
member who fails to attend more than two out of three regular consecutive meetings without
justification satisfactory to the Council will be subject to removal by the Council…” Another
community wrote, “Any member who fails to attend three scheduled meetings shall be subject to
removal…” Next community noted, “Any member who fails to attend at least 75 percent of the
regular and special meetings held by the board during any one year may be removed from the
boards.”
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In addition, voting power of tree board members was also dependent upon their
participation in the meeting. Some communities emphasized the requirement of physical
presence for voting power while some did not. For example, one community stated, “All
members who are physically present at a meeting shall have voting power on all matters of
business. No proxy voting is allowed.” Next community indicated, “Each board member or
his/her duly appointed designee shall have a voting privilege on any issue that may come before
the board to vote. The voting shall carry or fail by simple majority of those present and casting
votes.”
4.7.6.4

Quorum
In general, a quorum refers to the minimum number of members needed in any group

meeting or assembly to make proceedings of that meeting valid. In this case, the quorum was
essential for passing tree board business transactions. Language written for creating a quorum
varied between communities. Most communities wrote the phrase “majority of voting members”
while only a few defined the majority. For example, one community stated, “A majority of the
members shall be a quorum for the transaction of business.” Another community indicated, “A
majority of the seven voting members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.”
Voting members were most emphasized for a quorum in communities. As noted in next
community, “A majority of its voting members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business.”
4.7.7

Duties and responsibilities of tree board
The analysis showed the existence of numerous duties of a tree board among the

ordinances. Many tree boards were charged with the responsibility to develop, update, and
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administer a tree plan. As stated, “It shall be the responsibility of the tree board to study,
investigate, counsel and develop and/or update annually, and administer a written plan for the
care, preservation, pruning, planting, replanting, removal or disposition of trees and shrubs in
parks, within public rights-of-way along streets and in other public areas. Such plan will be
presented annually to the town council and upon its acceptance and approval shall constitute the
official comprehensive tree plan for the town. The board, when requested by the town council,
shall consider, investigate, or make findings, reports and/or recommendations upon any special
matter within its authority.” Tree boards were found to be responsible for providing advice and
recommendation to the city for various tasks. Advice was given in the management of trees and
vegetation on city lands, the need for increased tree canopy and the general health of trees along
trail networks, in facilitating the planting, growth and protection of trees within the town; in
fostering the communication among the citizens of the town that would provide the needed
protection of trees and to coordinate activate measures to support the health and growth of trees
within the town; and in conducting research, planning, and feasibility studies required to support
the purpose stated herein.
Likewise, the responsibility of providing recommendations existed for a number of tasks
such as with the use and species of trees; type and kind of trees to be planted upon municipal
streets, parks and other public places within the municipality; the needs of the municipality in
connection with its tree planting program; methodology/criteria for the removal of diseased or
harmful street trees or perimeter yard landscape/buffer yard plantings; expenditure of funds for
the street tree replacement program; use of tree bank funds and charitable donations of trees or
money; preparation of a tree plan for the community; adoption of rules and regulations pertaining
to the tree program; and recommending unwanted weed trees. Besides this, other common duties
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and responsibilities of a tree board were conducting seminars and public education programs;
coordinating publicity concerning trees and tree programs; planning and coordinating Arbor Day
celebrations; providing technical advice and assistance to developers, builders, and contractors
in the selection and protection of naturally occurring trees during the development of wooded
areas; studying problems involving the city’s urban forest; determining needs; composing and
seeking ways to implement needed work; maintaining a recommended tree list for the
community; providing information regarding the protection, maintenance, removal, and planting
of trees on public property and, where requested by the owner, on private property; and
providing leadership in the development of an understanding of the tree program objectives and
methods.
The review of ordinances also explored uncommon objectives of tree boards such as
publicly recognizing individuals, businesses, or organizations which exceed landscaping
requirements; developing an official street tree species list comprised of three groups of trees:
small, medium , and large; investigating available grants, loans, or contributions from other
governmental agencies, public or private corporations, or individuals; achieving and maintaining
status of Tree City USA; designating heritage trees; hearing citizen concerns regarding tree
programs and appeal and request for variances; developing a public tree fund for public tree
planting permit fees, mitigation fees, and donations; conducting periodic tree inventories or
surveys or investigating whether it has been done; recognizing groups and individuals
completing tree projects; promoting proper tree pruning procedures; developing a botanical
garden, arboretum, and/or community forest preserve(s); arranging for donations of trees or
money for trees, enlisting technical advisors in the fields of land development, landscape
architecture, and horticulture or related professions; and reviewing and summarizing the progress
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made for any and all grants that have been underway during the reporting year. In addition, some
tree boards were prohibited from carrying out certain actions. For example, “The tree board may
also coordinate activities with extra governmental agencies and civic organizations but does not
have the authority to commit the city to any program, activity, or expenditure of funds without
proper authority.”
4.8

Interference prohibited section
The interference prohibited section in the ordinance aims to prohibit the interference with

persons involved in tree-related activities who are acting in their official capacity on behalf of
the local government (Bernhardt & Sweichki 2001). This section was mostly located in two
places: (1) in the general ordinance section or (2) under the tree advisory board section. The
language addressing interference was similar within sampled communities. Only the responsible
authority or person with whom interference was prohibited varied. Some communities mentioned
that only a person would be prohibited from interference, while some added that it could be a
firm, partnership, corporation, or other entity. Interference in tree-related activities was only
prohibited in some communities while in some, prevention, and delay of work along with
interference was prohibited. The common tree-related activities included planting, mulching,
pruning, and removing trees while some communities also added cultivating and spraying. Five
types of interference were identified: (1) interference with tree board, (2) interference with city
personnel, (3) interference with the city, (4) interference with city utilities, and (5) interference
with a park and recreation department.
Interference with the tree board was identified in many communities. The language
addressing this interference was similar among communities, except for additions or omissions
of specific text. For example, in one community it was stated, :“No person, firm or corporation
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shall interfere with the tree advisory board, or persons acting under its authority or under other
authority of this city, while engaged in planting, mulching, pruning or removing any tree in any
street right-of-way or public place, or overhanging hazardously there onto within the city”, while
other community wrote, “No person, firm, partnership, corporation, or other entity shall interfere
with the tree board, or persons acting under its authority or under other authority of the city,
including but not limited to when such persons are engaged in planting, mulching, pruning or
removing any tree, shrub, or plant within any public street right-of-way or other public place.”
Besides the above, other sampled communities prohibited prevention and delay along
with interference and included the work of “cultivating.” For example, one city noted, “It shall
be unlawful for any person to prevent, delay or interfere with the city tree board, or any of its
agents, while engaging in or about the planting, cultivating, mulching, pruning, spraying or
removing of any street trees, park trees or trees on private grounds, as authorized in this article”,
while another city indicated, “It shall be unlawful for any person to prevent, delay or interfere
…...about the planting, cultivating, mulching, pruning, spraying, or removing of any street trees,
park trees, historic site trees, or trees on private grounds, as authorized in this article.”
Interference with the director of public works was found in some communities. Language
addressing this interference was similar within communities, including some additions of words
and phrases in some places. For instance, one community noted, “No person shall interfere with
the director of public works, or persons acting under his authority, or under other authority of
this city, while engaged in planting, mulching, pruning or removing any tree in any street or
public place, or overhanging hazardously any street or public place, within the city, nor cut or
trim such tree, or its roots, without written permission from the director.” Another community
stated, “No person, firm or corporation shall interfere with the director of public works, or
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persons acting under his authority, or under other authority of this city, while engaged in
planting, mulching, pruning or removing any tree in any street right-of-way or public place, or
overhanging hazardously thereunto within the city.”
Interference with the governmental entity such as city was identified in few communities.
The community considered this interference as illegal. For example, one community stated, “It
shall be unlawful for any person to prevent, delay or interfere with the city or any of its agents,
while engaging in and about the planting, cultivating, mulching, pruning, spraying, or removing
of any street trees, park trees, or trees on private grounds, as authorized in this article.” Next
interference type was the interference with city utilities which was uncommon within
communities. Language mentioned was similar to other interference types, with the addition of
the word “semipublic land.” As stated, “To prevent, delay, or interfere with the city utilities or
any of its agents engaging in or about the planting, maintenance, or removal of any tree or shrub
on public, semipublic, or private lands as authorized in this article.”
The parks and recreation department were the other responsible authority found in some
communities with whom the interference, prevention, and delay of activity was considered as
illegal. As mentioned by one community, “It shall be unlawful for any person to prevent, delay
or interfere with the parks and recreation department, or any of its agents, while they are engaged
in and about the planting, cultivating, mulching, pruning, spraying, or removing of any street
trees, park trees, or trees on private grounds, as authorized in this article.”
4.9

Appeal section
The appeal section provides flexibility in ordinances. This section gives an opportunity

for individuals or groups to file an appeal if someone is unsatisfied with city personnel or a tree
board decision. The location of an appeal section varied among communities. Sometimes it was
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found in the general overall section while often under the tree advisory board section. Language
used to define the appeal section was similar in most communities. Several types of decisions
subject to appeal were discovered such as appeals against a tree board decision, city employees
or agents, city arborists, authorized urban foresters, park and recreation directors, building code
administrators, administrative authorities, refusals of permit and tree removal permission,
refusals against a landscape plan, monetary contributions, and actions or decisions related to the
chapter. The appeal process varied by community along with the responsible personnel and/or
governing body that made the final decisions on such appeals. Often, those with the same type of
appeal process were subjected to having different personnel responsible for hearing those
appeals. Some examples were:
An appeal against a tree board decision was mostly observed in ordinance with tree
boards. Any person unsatisfied or aggrieved with a tree board decision was subjected to file this
appeal. Even though the appeal type was same i.e., against the tree board decision, the
responsible authority for hearing appeals was found to vary. Appeals could be heard by a town
council, city board of zoning adjustment, city council, board of commissioners, city commission
and mayor, and just a city commission. Some examples were: one community wrote, “Any
person may appeal from any ruling or order of the town tree board to the town council, which
may hear the matter and make a final decision”, while another community identified, “Any
person may appeal any ruling or order of the city tree board to the city board of zoning
adjustment, who may hear the matter and make final decisions.”
Appeals against the decision of city employees or agents could be appealed to a board of
alderman. As stated by one community, “Any person may appeal from any ruling or order of the
city's employees or agents to the board of aldermen who may hear the matter and make the final
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decision.” The appeal against the city arborist was found where the community development
director was charged with the responsibility of hearing appeals. For example, one community
wrote, “Any person aggrieved or affected by any decision of the city arborist or his/her designee
relating to the application of this section may appeal to the community development director.”
Likewise, decisions made by an urban forester were to be appealed to the tree board. As noted,
“If any person is dissatisfied with the decision of the authorized urban forester, that person may
make a written appeal to the tree board.”
4.9.1

Procedure for filing an appeal
Appeals were discovered to be in writing, in the form of a letter, which included reasons

for an appeal. As mentioned in one community ordinance, “Such written appeal shall be made in
the form of a letter, which outlines the salient points upon which the appeal is based.” In some
cases, evidence or documentation was to be attached with an appeal that depended upon types of
a decision subject to approval. For example, an appeal about the refusal of the landscape plan
required a copy of the landscape plan with the written appeal. Likewise, several kinds of plans
and surveys along with a cost estimation were essential when documenting an appeal against
specimen trees. For example, one community stated, “Any applicant whose Landscape Plan is
rejected in whole or in part by the Department of Public Works may appeal to the Planning
Commission within 30 days of written notice of rejection. The appeal must be in writing and
fully state the reason or reasons for appeal. A copy of the Landscape Plan, as submitted to the
Department of Public Works, must also accompany the written appeal.” Another noted, “If the
appeal concerns an administrative decision regarding specimen trees...…Documented evidence
shall be filed by the applicant with the written request for appeal and shall include, but not be
limited to the following: (a) Integrated site plan and tree survey as required. (b) Two alternative
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development plans, which include the specimen tree(s). (c) An itemized estimate of additional
costs associated with saving the tree(s).”
4.9.2

Time limitations for appeal
Appellants across communities had different time limits to submit an appeal. Most

common was a time duration of 10 and 30 days. For example, in one community, “Any person
aggrieved by a decision of the tree board, may appeal…... within 10 days of such decision being
made by the tree board,” and in another community, “The appeal must be filed with the city
clerk/treasurer within 30 days after the decision is rendered.” However, few communities stated
that these time durations included business days only. As noted in next community, “Any person
aggrieved by any action or decision pursuant to this chapter shall … to an appeal to the Tree
Board …. within ten working days of the action upon which the appeal is based” and in another
community: “Appeals from decisions of the administrative authority …shall be filed…within
seven business days of the decision of the administrative authority….”
4.9.3

Hearing process for an appeal
Detailed procedures for an appeal, from filing to hearing of the decisions, were lacking in

many ordinances. The hearing process of an appeal was identified in few ordinances and varied
within communities. For example, one community indicated, “All such appeals or requests shall
be heard at a time consistent with the established procedure for placing items on the agenda of
the city council,” while another specified, “The board of appeals shall schedule a hearing as
soon as reasonably practicable to consider the appeal and shall issue a written decision within
thirty days of the hearing. Likewise, next community stated, “Public hearings before the mayor
and city council shall be held for appeals and variance requests. The hearing shall be recorded.
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The applicant shall be given notice of the time and place of the hearing, and the opportunity to
present his or her request. Interested parties may also be allowed to address the mayor and
council, but in all cases, the applicant shall be allowed equal time to opponents of the application
and the opportunity to cross-examine the opposing speakers.” As a result, there existed
inconsistencies among communities regarding rules governing appeal hearings.
4.10

Severability provisions
Severability is an important section that every ordinance should include. It protects the

entire ordinance from becoming inactive if any section, provision, or clause of the article
becomes invalid. Such invalidation of clauses should be declared by a court. As specified by one
community, “If any subsection, sentence, clause, provision or part of this chapter shall be held
invalid for any reason by a court of the competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this chapter shall
not be affected thereby but shall remain in force and effect.” However, this condition existed in
very few ordinances.
4.11

Conflict in regulations section
This section described scenarios when the whole ordinance or any of its section

conflicted with another ordinance. Communities had several provisions to handle this situation.
Some communities revoke such provisions. For example, one community indicated, “Where a
conflict arises between this chapter and another ordinance, or parts of any other ordinance are
hereby repealed.” Some communities create stricter requirements such as “Where a conflict
arises between this division and another ordinance, the more stringent requirement shall apply.”
Others compared overlapping provisions and imposed the strongest one. As written for another
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community: “However, where this chapter and another conflict or overlap, whichever imposes
the more stringent restrictions shall prevail.”
4.12

Spacing distance
The existence of varying spacing distances was identified in tree ordinances. Based on

type of spacing distance, several sub-themes were created: (1) spacing of street trees, (2) distance
between curbs and sidewalks, (3) distance from street corners, (4) distance from fireplugs or fire
hydrants, (5) distance between tree, utility and sewer lines, and (6) spacing between trees. The
first three sub-themes were commonly identified in ordinances following the National Arbor Day
Foundation (NADF) city ordinance template.
4.12.1

Spacing of street trees
The spacing of street trees was similar among sampled communities. These spacing were

categorized based upon species size classes, where planting distance for small, medium, and
large trees were 30, 40, and 50 feet, respectively. For instance, one community specified, “The
spacing of street trees will be in accordance with three (3) species size classes designated by the
city and no trees may be planted closer than the following: Small trees, thirty (30) feet; medium
trees, forty (40) feet; and large trees, fifty (50) feet, except in special planting designed or
approved by a landscape architect.”
4.12.2

Distance between curbs and sidewalks
Spacing distance between curbs and sidewalks were based on species size category in

most communities. Common spacing distance between curbs and sidewalks were two feet for
small trees, three feet for medium, and four feet for large trees. However, spacing distance along
with language structure varied among communities. For example, one community stated, “The
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distance trees may be planted from curbs or curb lines and sidewalks will be in accordance with
the three (3) species size classes listed in section 24-77, and no trees may be planted closer to
any curb or sidewalk than the following: Small trees, two (2) feet; medium trees, three (3) feet;
and large trees, four (4) feet” and another community stated, “When planting between sidewalks
and curbs, six feet between curb and sidewalk is the minimum distance required for small trees,
eight feet for medium trees, and ten feet for large trees.” In addition, another community stated a
single-spacing distance regardless of a species size category such as “trees shall be placed a
minimum of three (3) feet from the curb or sidewalk.” Many communities stated single-spacing
distances for both curbs and sidewalks except one. Spacing distance from the curb was alike the
common spacing distance, while planting distance from sidewalks differed; five feet for large
and medium trees and two feet for small trees, respectively.
4.12.3

Distance from street corners
Planting distance of trees from street corners varied from 20 to 35 feet among

communities. However, a spacing distance of 35 feet was more common. For example, one
community detailed, “No tree shall be planted closer than thirty-five (35) feet of any street
corner, measured from the point of nearest intersecting curbs or curb lines on public grounds”
and another indicated “No street tree shall be planted closer than 20 feet to any street corner
(measured from the nearest intersecting curb or curb lines).”
4.12.4

Distance from fireplugs/fire hydrants
Spacing distance of trees to be planted from fire plugs or fire hydrants was the same (i.e.,

10 feet within the sampled communities). To illustrate, in one community, “No street tree shall
be planted closer than ten feet of any operational fire hydrant.” However, another community
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exempted small trees from this spacing distance. As stated, “No street tree, except small trees,
shall be planted within than ten feet of any fire hydrant.” Some communities did not mention
specific planting distances but prohibited the action of covering a fire hydrant using trees, such
as “trees shall not be planted to conceal a fire hydrant from the street or impede the line of sight
on any street.”
4.12.5

Distance between trees, utilities, and sewer lines
The assigned common spacing distance between trees, utilities, and sewer lines was

under or within 10 lateral feet of an overhead utility wire or over or within five lateral feet of any
sewer line. As written for one community, “No street trees, other than those listed as small or
medium-sized trees, may be planted under or within ten lateral feet from any overhead utility
wire or over or within five lateral feet of any underground water, sewer, transmission line, or
other utility.” However, the planting distance from overhead utility lines varied from under, or
within, 10 to 20 lateral feet, and over or within five to 10 lateral feet from any underground water
line, sewer line, transmission line, or other utility. For example, in another community, “No
street trees or park trees other than those species listed in the official street plan shall be planted
under or within twenty (20) lateral feet of any overhead utility wire, or over or within ten (10)
lateral feet of any underground water line, sewer line, transmission line or other utility.” In many
communities, trees listed as small in a community-approved species list were waived from this
provision. As stated, “No trees, other than applicable species listed as small trees (such as a
dogwood, redbud, crabapple, sourwood, flowering cherry or peach, magnolia, holly, or any like
or similar plant), which have a trunk diameter of three inches or more at one foot above the
ground may be planted under or within 15 lateral feet of any overhead utility wire, or over or
within ten lateral feet of any underground water line, gas line, sewer line, transmission line or
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other utility.” However, in some community ordinances both small- and medium-sized trees
were exempt. Nevertheless, one community allowed only understory trees to be planted within
an overhead utility line. As mentioned, “only understory trees are permitted to be planted within
ten feet of overhead utility lines.”
4.12.6

Spacing between trees
Most of the above-mentioned spacing distances were for street trees; however, some

communities prescribed spacing distances between trees regardless of species. A typical
description may be “Spacing of trees to be planted will be with the guidelines of the state
forestry commission, generally as follows: Trees reaching less than twenty (20) feet high at
maturity, thirty (30) feet apart; trees reaching between thirty (30) and fifty (50) feet high at
maturity, forty (40) feet apart; trees reaching fifty (50) feet or higher at maturity, fifty (50) feet
apart.”
4.13

Approved tree species lists
Several kinds of approved tree species lists were identified such as street tree, tree

replacement, general tree, screening and shading tree, and native plant. The location of these
approved lists varied within both the code and the appendix section. Some community had
developed a long comprehensive list while others had a short list. The recommended list of
shrubs, grasses, vines, and groundcover along with an approved tree list existed for few
communities. Tree list species were categorized based on species size classes (i.e., small,
medium, large), types of tree plantation (i.e., canopy trees, overstory trees, understory trees,
hardwood trees, softwood trees), and on tree preferences (i.e., evergreen, deciduous). Common
and scientific names were available on an approved tree list of many sampled communities. Few
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communities included a detail tree species list, with tree growth characteristics; flowering/fruits
and nut information, drought tolerance capacity, and recommendations for planting locations.
Two sub-themes were created to denote further findings.
4.13.1

Tree selection criteria
While most community ordinances directly presented a list of approved tree species, one

community mentioned a criterion for selecting appropriate screening and shading tree species.
For example, “(1) general suitability for the climate and soil conditions for this area, (2) ease of
maintenance, (3) tolerance of city conditions, and (4) availability from area nurseries.” Along
with this, the same community emphasized the provision of exploring locally available plant
species before selecting other plant species. “When selecting new plantings for a particular site, a
developer should first consider the type of plants, which are thriving on or near that site.
However, if an introduced species has proven highly effective for screening or shading in this
area, it too may be the proper selection.”
4.13.2

A tree list as a guide or mandatory
Ordinances included an approved tree list to ensure the right tree at the right place. These

lists were developed considering several criteria: therefore, an approved tree list reflected trees
suitable to plant in that community. Many communities stated that an approved tree list was
mandatory, except for one, which stated the list was to be used as a guide. As stated, “This list
is meant to be used as a guide and is not all-inclusive. Buffer and wetland plants were intended
to supply a year-round filtering and habitat function. Therefore, using a diverse selection of flora
is highly encouraged.” Thus, communities had inconsistencies regarding use of tree lists.
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4.14

Tree survey provisions
The provision of a tree survey was stated by few municipalities. A tree survey was

required before the development or issuance of a permit. For example, a community stated,
“Prior to grading or clearing a lot or parcel for development and the issuance of a grading or
building permit, the developer/owner (applicant) shall have conducted a tree survey.” A tree
survey was to be stated to be in the form of a map or site plan and sealed. Registered land
surveyors, licensed surveyors, landscape architects, and registered civil engineers were identified
as those responsible for a tree survey and its documentation. As mentioned, “The tree survey,
…..., shall be in the form of a site plan prepared and sealed by a registered surveyor or registered
engineer…....” Tree survey scale was to be similar to development site plan or preliminary plan
scale. Several kinds of information were to be noted during the tree survey such as location,
number, size, and all tree species to be counted towards meeting density requirements. For
example, one community noted, “All tree surveys must be of the same scale as, and
superimposed on, a development site plan or preliminary plat and shall show the location,
number, size, and species of all trees eight inches or greater DBH (diameter at breast height).”
Another community stated, “All specimen trees and all trees that are to be counted toward
meeting density requirements must be shown on the survey and inventoried by size in inches and
species.”
In some communities, the activity of implementing a tree survey was followed by tree
marking. Communities were found to use different colored ribbons, tape, or other markings to
identify protected trees, hazardous trees, and trees to be removed along with tree surveys.
Examples were:, one community distinguished: “In conjunction with the tree survey , trees shall
be marked with color ribbons, using blue ribbons to mark trees to be preserved, red ribbons for
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trees to be removed, and orange ribbons for hazardous trees that are proposed to be removed
(hazardous trees will not count towards the overall required tree replacement). In heavily wooded
areas, the official may allow large groups of trees to be preserved or removed to be marked with
the appropriately colored ribbon extending around the perimeter of the group of trees.” while
another detailed, “Protected trees shall then be physically marked with brightly colored tape or
other markings.”
4.15

Tree replacement provisions
Few ordinances included tree replacement provisions. Tree replacement was carried out

during the removal of dead and diseased trees, trees to be saved but damaged during
construction, and removal of any trees covered within the ordinance article. Replaced trees were
to be of similar kind and follow similar tree requirements as per the removed tree. In addition, it
was to be planted nearby or in the same place as the removed tree. Several varying provisions
regarding tree replacement were identified within communities. Some communities addressed
specific standards for specimen tree replacement. For example, one community stated,
“However, any specimen tree damaged as described above shall be replaced with a tree(s) eight
times the unit value of the tree removed with a minimum four-inch tree caliper,” and another
community noted, “However, any specimen tree damaged as described in this section shall be
replaced with a tree five times the unit value of the tree removed with a minimum four-inch tree
caliper.”
Some communities stated minimum measurement requirements for replacement trees.
For example, “All replacement trees shall be a minimum of two (2) inches calipers at time of
planting.” Time allocated for trees to be replaced was uncommon among sampled communities.
One community detailed, “Replacement trees shall be required to be installed within 20 days of
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written notice designated city authority.” Number of trees to be replaced was depended upon
number of trees removed. Furthermore, the provision to balance tree removal by tree
replacement was identified in one community. For example, “Replacement shall be based on a
canopy replace for a canopy lost basis.”
While most ordinances lacked tree replacement provisions, one community seemed
highly conscious about their tree canopy maintenance. They designated alternate public locations
for replacement trees, if replanted trees were unable to be planted in the location the tree was
removed. To illustrate this “If the administrator determines that replacement trees cannot be
planted on the same lot as the damaged tree(s), the administrator may approve an alternate public
location(s) for replacement tree planting.”
4.16

Permit type in ordinances
Seven permit types were identified in the ordinances: (1) tree removal permit, (2)

excavation permit, (3) tree conservation permit, (4) timber harvesting permit, (5) land or site
clearing permit, (6) building permit, and (7) land disturbing permit. Such permits depended upon
the proposed activity.
A tree removal permit was one commonly found permit type across most ordinances.
This permit was identified for both public and private property tree removal. Communities with
this requirement restricted the removal of any tree or shrub without first obtaining the proper
permit. In some communities, a tree removal permit was required for removal of special
categories of trees such as protected, landmark, historic, and specimen, while in some
communities, they set a minimum DBH and only a tree of that diameter size or above required a
permit for removal. Several forms of tree removal permits were discovered such as a natural
resource permit, zoning permit, and protected tree removal permit. For example, one community
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detailed, “…….no person shall cut, destroy, cause to be destroyed, move or remove, transplant,
prune, or limb any protected tree in the Town without first receiving approval of a Natural
Resources Permit ……….” Another community stated, “A protected tree removal permit is
required from the town through the building code administrator prior to any protected tree
removal on any developed lot, tract, or existing PUD…....” Also, next community indicated,
“Removal of required trees is prohibited prior to the issuance of a zoning permit by the town
planner/zoning administrator.”
A provision of a conditional permit requirement, which was rare among communities,
was identified for a tree removal permit in one community. For historic tree removal, tree
replacement was made possible upon meeting the condition for obtaining a land clearing or
protected tree removal permit. For example, “Tree replacement or relocation may be made a
condition for issuance of a land clearing permit or protected tree removal permit for removal of
an historic tree.” However, there was nothing written about the authority responsible for
inspecting whether the conditional requirement had been met once the work was done.
Excavation permits were uncommon between communities. This permit was essential
when digging land within a city property. Another permit type was tree conservation permits
which were mandatory before carrying out any land-disturbing activity for any new
developments or building activity within the community. The purpose of this permit was to save
trees from development activities. This permit was to be obtained prior to being granted a
building permit in many communities. Next uncommon permit type was the timber harvesting
permit. They were required for tree removal and were carried out as a part of the development
process.
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Land or site clearing permits were explored for clearing any property within a city,
clearing rights-of-way, drainage and utility easements in a new residential subdivision, and
removal of trees that met specified DBHs. A building permit was essential for development
activities such as building construction and removal of trees not designated for tree preservation.
The land disturbance permit was mandatory for carrying out development and construction
activities and, in non-active development sites when performing grading activity.
4.17

Applicability section
An applicability section was not observed in many communities. This refers to areas

where provisions of an article will apply. Some communities also termed this section as
jurisdiction. Provisions of sampled communities occupied several areas. Some community
ordinances were applicable to the entire community, while some were only within corporate
limits of a city. For example, one community stated, “The terms and provisions of this article
shall apply to all property within the corporate limits” and another wrote, “The provisions of this
chapter shall apply to all lands within the city.” Some community ordinances were only
applicable to private property whereby “the provisions of this article shall apply to Oaks,
Magnolia, Cypress, Sycamore, and Cedar trees within the city limits of the……, on all privatelyowned property”, while some were only for public property stated as “the provisions of sections
…..shall also apply to planting and maintenance of trees in any medians, rights of way or other
public areas by developers or property owners associations.” Some community ordinances were
applicable to both public and private property. As mentioned as “This section provides full
power and authority over all trees located within street rights-of-way, parks and public places of
the city; and to trees located on private property.”
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Ordinances were often applicable to zoning districts (i.e., commercial, industrial, and
residential). For example, one community stated, “This article applies to the following zoning
areas: Commercial: applies to all commercial zoning classifications, Industrial: applies to all
industrial zoning classifications, Residential: applies to all residential zoning classifications.”
Some ordinances included new single-family residential subdivisions while some excluded
single-family residents. One community stated, “These provisions shall apply to new singlefamily residential subdivisions.” Another community noted, “The provisions of this article shall
apply to all uses other than single-family residential.” Some were applicable to any sites and
activity that required permits described as developmental, substantial building, tree removal,
building, occupancy, and demolition. Examples included in one community, “The terms and
provisions of this section apply to any activity on real property, which requires the issuance of a
development permit, substantial building permit, or tree removal permit within the City.”
Another community indicated, “For all activities, which require a land disturbance, building
construction, or demolition permit, for the purpose of permitting the removal of landmark trees,”
and next community detailed, “Issuance of an occupancy permit for uses of buildings that change
from residential to commercial.”
Some community ordinances applied to all new developments or construction,
alterations, repairs, redevelopments, or changes of use for any zoning districts. For example, one
community stated, “This section shall apply for any new development or construction in any
district and for property on which public and semi-public uses or buildings are located,” and
another community distinguished, “The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all new
commercial, industrial, multi-family, religious, educational, institutional, public and semi-public
land uses that are developed...” Likewise, next community indicated, “The provisions of this
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article shall apply to all new construction, development, redevelopment, or change of use for any
multifamily residential, commercial, industrial, or other nonresidential use ……”
Some communities set a specific limit to apply provisions of an article such as percent of
gross floor area, lot area, or parking area. It means the provisions of the article should comply
with written requirements of the article before the application of provisions. For example, one
community detailed, “This section shall apply for any development or construction that increases
the gross floor area, lot area, or parking area of an existing structure or development located in
any of the districts listed above by twenty-five percent or more, and for any development or
construction that increases by twenty-five percent or more the gross floor area, lot area, or
parking area of an existing structure or development for which development plans were
required.” Another community defined, “Any change requiring a 30 percent or more increase in
the number of parking spaces; reconstruction, renovation or remodeling which increases the
square footage of a development by more than 50 percent, or the construction cost of which
exceeds 50 percent of the value of the existing development.”
4.18

Exemption section
The section dealing with exemption defined situations, under which provisions written in

the article were waived. Exemptions were generally written in ordinances to ensure protection of
public health and safety during an emergency and harsh conditions. During such conditions,
prompt action is needed rather than waiting for an authority to act. The review of ordinances
revealed 10 exemptions such as weather, utility, disease, tree removal, residential, forestry,
easements, agriculture, building permit and International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)
certification. The language used was similar within these exemption types.
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Weather exemptions were issued for bad weather conditions such as storms, hurricanes,
windstorms, floods, ice storms, fires, or other disasters, which create difficulties when
performing tree management-related activities such as pruning practices. These exemptions were
common within communities. For example, one community stated, “Trees severely damaged by
storms or other causes where required pruning practices are impractical may be exempted from
this chapter,.” and another community noted, “In case of emergencies, such as hurricanes,
windstorms, floods, freezes, fires or other disasters, the requirements of these regulations may be
waived by the public works director, upon a finding that such waiver is necessary so that public
or private work to restore order in the city will not be impeded.”
Utility exemptions for hazardous weather conditions and utility exemptions were written
together in many ordinances. The presence of trees and vegetation under utility power lines
impede vegetation management practices such as tree pruning. Thus, such conditions were
waived under these exemptions. For example, one community detailed, “Trees severely damaged
by storms or other causes, or certain trees that interfere with or are an eminent threat to utility
wires or other obstructions where other pruning practices are impractical may be exempted from
this article at the determination of the town tree board” and next community documented, “In
accordance with related city ordinances, state law or franchise agreements, public utilities may
be exempt from certain provisions of this article.”
Disease exemptions covered trees infested by disease, which may harm people residing
nearby and other surrounding plants and property. Some communities included weather
exemptions and disease exemptions together in their ordinances. For example, one community
indicated, “In the case of emergencies, such as wind storms, ice storms, hurricanes, general
pestilence or disease, or other disasters, the requirements of this section may be waived by the
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building inspector during the period of such emergencies so as not to hamper private or public
work to restore order to the city,” and next community stated, “In the event that a tree poses a
serious and imminent threat to public safety due to death, disease or damage resulting from
emergencies including, but not limited to, fires, flooding, storms, and natural disasters, the town
planner/zoning administrator may waive requirements of this article.”
Tree removal exemptions included removal of trees without a permit. Removal of trees
were waived under conditions such as if tree removal was for construction, repair, or
maintenance of public assets, rights-of-way, public roads, utilities, or drainage structures; if there
were broken and damaged trees due to bad weather and other emergency conditions which had
become, or threatened to become, a danger to human life or property, if tree removal were from
horticultural properties, from lakes, detention ponds, drainage easements, and if there are trees
within dedicated utility easements by a utility company having the easements.
Some communities incorporated residential exemptions where both single-family and
single-family detached dwellings were waived. In addition, the exemption level was determined
based on residential parcel acreage. For example, one community defined, “(a) Residential
parcels less than one acre are exempt from the requirements of this article. (b) Residential parcels
less than five acres on which owners have filed homestead exemption are exempt from the
requirements of this article” and another community dictated, “Activities on existing residential
lots with single-family detached dwellings shall be exempt.”
Forestry exemptions included forestry practices dealing with an ongoing forest
management plan. However, timber-harvesting exemptions do not comply with forestry
exemptions. For example, one community stated, “Forest management practices which are being
conducted as part of an ongoing forest management plan, shall be exempt. Forest management
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practices, including timber harvesting, that are incidental to land development, shall not be
exempt.”
Easements are any areas separated for a specific land use. So, those areas constructed or
maintained for power lines, pipelines, water, sewer, electricity, gas drainage, telephone, or cable
transmission were waived under easement exemption. For instance, one community noted,
“Utility companies, electric suppliers, and government agencies. These entities that are
constructing or maintaining easements for water, sewer electricity, gas, drainage, telephone, or
cable transmission or rights-of-way, shall be exempt from the provisions of this article.”
Land zoned and used for agricultural purposes was waived under agricultural exemptions.
In some communities, forestry and agriculture exemptions were linked together. For example, in
one community, “Commercial timber, tree farms and nurseries, public utilities, and agricultural
operations of disturbing activity of less than two acres on a single lot or parcel, are all exempt
from the protective requirements of this section” and in another community, “…...Clearing of
trees for forestry or agricultural purposes are exempt…....”
A building permit was exempt under certain circumstances such as family size, building
location, and proximity of the building to other structures such as an industrial zone, parking lot,
and shopping center. For example: one community stated, “building permits for a conventional
single-family detached dwelling, building permits for buildings located on property zoned C-4
central business district……..., building permits for buildings less than 100 square feet on an out
parcel within a shopping center, building permits for the restoration of a building when
restoration is required, as a result of damage and/or destruction by fire or natural causes, of less
than 60 percent of its current market value and provided said permit is applied for within 12
months of the occurrence of fire or natural causes; building permits for restoration of buildings
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identified as a landmark, or on a landmark site, or within a historic preservation district…; multistoried or covered parking structures shall be exempted from providing interior landscaping,
property located in an industrially zoned district except for those properties with identified land
uses in the commercial zoning districts is exempt and vehicular use areas zoned C-4 central
business district is exempt…...”
ISA certification exemptions were rare within communities. Any person involved in a
commercial tree business or occupation on public lands were required to have basic knowledge
of tree science and pruning and/or secured a more than 75% or higher score set by the
community ordinance. However, all these requirements were exempted for an individual with
ISA certification. As stated by one community, “Each applicant shall attend educational training
on basic tree science and the proper techniques of tree pruning; and/or shall demonstrate
sufficient knowledge of basic tree science and the proper techniques of tree pruning by scoring
seventy-five (75) percent or higher on a test approved by the University of Arkansas's
Cooperative Extension Service. Individuals with an International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)
certification is exempt from this requirement.”
4.19

Arborist license and insurance provisions
An analysis of ordinances identified a prior requirement of an arborist license and

insurance for any person involved in a tree business or occupation within the city. As stated by
one community, “It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the business or occupation of
pruning, treating, or removing street, park or historic site trees within the city without first
applying for and procuring a license.” During the application procedure, communities were
found to impose license fees ranging from $25 to $50. A license fee of $25 was common within
sampled communities. One community stated, “The license fee shall be twenty-five dollars
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annually in advance….,” and another specified, “The license fee shall be a minimum of $50.00
annually in advance….”
The certificate of insurance or insurance policy showing general liability, automobile
liability, workers compensation, bodily injury, and property damage was discovered to be
included with an application. Among these several insurance coverages, most communities only
addressed bodily injury and property damage insurance where a minimum amount of $50,000
and $100,000 for bodily injury and property damage was respectively common. However, a
community was found to have an exact opposite coverage amount compared to one considered
common in this analysis. For example, one community stated, “Before any license shall be
issued, each applicant shall first file evidence of possession of liability insurance in the minimum
amounts of $50,000.00 for bodily injury and $100,000.00 for property damage indemnifying the
city or any person injured or damaged resulting from the pursuit of such endeavors as described
in this section.” while another detailed, “Before any license shall be issued, each applicant shall
first file evidence of possession of liability insurance in the minimum amounts of one hundred
thousand dollars for bodily injury and fifty thousand dollars for property damage, which
coverage shall indemnify the city, or any person injured or damaged resulting from the pursuit of
such endeavors as herein described.”
An educational qualification requirement for those who attempted to engage in a tree
service business and occupation was lacking in many ordinances. Tree businesses or occupations
included several activities related to cutting, pruning, and trimming, removing, spraying, and
treating trees. Therefore, without enough knowledge or training on tree science and care
practices, tree health could deteriorate. Only a handful of communities included criteria for
completing an arborist training program and educational training to gain knowledge on basic tree
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science and pruning techniques for receiving permits or certificates. For example, as stated by
one community “Each applicant shall attend educational training on basic tree science and the
proper techniques of tree pruning; and/or shall demonstrate sufficient knowledge of basic tree
science and the proper techniques of tree pruning …....Requirements to procure a business
permit …. shall include attendance at, and completion of, an arborist training program approved
by the city, with subject matter being related to cutting, pruning, trimming, removing, spraying,
or otherwise treating trees.”
4.20

Establishment of financial accounts for public trees
The review of ordinances identified two types of banking accounts established for public

tree care and maintenance. Based on the types of accounts identified, two sub-themes were
created.
4.20.1

Tree replacement fund or treebank
Any owners or developers who were unable to meet partial or complete tree replacement

requirements on a site under development were required to pay an amount equal to the cost of
planting and maintaining the required density of replacement trees into a treebank or tree
replacement fund. For example, one community stated, “Where it is determined by the city
arborist that it is impractical or impossible to fully meet the canopy requirements on a specific
site, the cost for the balance (unmet portion) of the requirement will be paid into the city tree
bank….” However, calculation of costs and fee schedules for such payment was according to
community standards. Another community indicated, “Calculation of costs shall be established
in the administrative standards and best management practices for…. urban forest.” The decision
about replacement densities were made by a city arborist in many communities, while in some
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planning staff were responsible. As illustrated, “The applicant may contribute to the tree bank
…. according to a fee schedule approved by the…., and in the event that the planning staff
determines that a site is eligible and what percentage of the requirement may be contributed.”
Communities used deposited amounts only for public tree care activities such as planting trees,
purchasing mulch and fertilizer, and other activities on publicly owned and managed property.
For example, As stated by community ordinance with tree replacement fund or tree bank “Funds
in the city tree bank ……. shall be used exclusively for increasing, managing, maintaining tree
canopy and tree safety in public space, the purchase of open space, and seasonal landscaping in
the city.”
4.20.2

Tree preservation account
This account was different from a tree replacement fund or treebank in the sense that it

not only collected money on behalf of replacement trees, but also included all the money earned
by a municipal department from various activities such as fines upon violations, and permit fees.
For example, one community stated, “All tree removal fees, penalties and fines collected
pursuant to this section shall be recorded and maintained in a special account to be known as the
town tree preservation account.” The establishment of a tree preservation account was rare
among sampled communities. Same community added that the deposited account was left in the
bank to grow interest for a short period. All these collected amounts were then to be used for
public tree care. As stated, “Monies maintained in this account shall accrue interest at the shortterm rates prevailing in the market. All such funds and accrued interest shall be used, when
appropriated by town council, only for the purpose of funding the installation and maintenance
of trees on public property within the town. Funds may be used to obtain trees, other landscaping
associated with tree planting, sprinklers and other items or material necessary and proper for the
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preservation, maintenance, relocation and restoration of tree ecosystems on public land.” The
purpose of both accounts was to look after the care and maintenance of public trees; however,
the only difference was the type of amount collected from the community.
4.21

Provisions for electronic recordkeeping
A well-organized and precise record of trees helps in the analysis of community tree

status. It aids in assigning, monitoring, and tracking tree management activities. It also prevents
unintentional damage of information through natural calamities, theft, and rodents. However,
such provisions for record keeping of trees were lacking in many ordinances, except one. One
community addressed electronic record keeping of all trees maintained, planted, and removed
within its community. The process of recordkeeping included four basic items of information
such as species, location, name of the person, and date of record. For instance, as stated by that
community, “Maintenance records: The day after this ordinance is adopted, the designated city
authority shall start and maintain electronic records of all trees that are maintained within the city
limits. Records shall include the following minimum information: Species, location, name of
person that planted the tree, date tree was planted. Removal records: … the designated city
authority shall start and maintain electronic records of all trees that are removed within the city
limits. ……Species, location, name of person that removed the tree, date tree was removed.
Planting records: …. the designated city authority shall start and maintain electronic records of
all trees that are planted within the city limits. ……. Species, location, name of person that
planted the tree, date tree was planted.”
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4.22

Variation in easement provisions
Provisions dealing with easements were only identified in two communities.

Communities were found to undertake an easement agreement when the space proposed for tree
planting was not open enough in the existing right of way. During this condition, a temporary
lease agreement was carried out between two parties. One of the parties usually identified was a
private property owner adjacent to the street while other parties differed within communities
(i.e., a city in some one and a mayor and city council in other). For example, first community
stated, “Along any street where the existing right-of-way is not wide enough to accommodate
trees, the city, with the consent of the owner of the property adjacent to that street, may enter into
a temporary easement agreement with the property owner to permit the city to plant trees within
the easement” and second community noted, “The mayor and city council are hereby authorized
to enter into agreements with the owners of private property located within the city for the
purpose of acquiring easements…..”
The time limit for an easement varied from two to five years. For example, first
community indicated, “The city shall maintain the trees planted within the easement for a
maximum period of five years….,” and second community identified, “… however, that any
such agreement shall limit the duration of the easement to a time period of two years….” The
party responsible for taking care of easement trees also varied among communities. In one
community, the city was responsible while in other, the property owner was responsible. As seen
in first community, “The city shall maintain the trees planted within the easement……” and in
second community, “Provided, further that under such agreement the private property owner
shall agree to maintain the trees planted thereon and shall also agree to hold the city harmless for
any liability attributable to the planting or presence of the trees on the private property.”
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Furthermore, the permitted easement distance was similar among two communities (i.e., not
more than 15 feet). For example, in first community, “The easement shall not be more than 15
feet wide” and in second community, “…and shall limit the property interest acquired by the city
to that distance sufficient to allow the planting of trees, in no case to exceed a maximum of a 15foot setback from the property line or right-of-way held by the city.” As the easement agreement
included a private owner’s property, their consent was paramount before undertaking the
agreement; however, it was only mentioned in one community.
4.23

Cities inconsistent possession for private tree pruning
Private tree owners were responsible for trees on their property. However, in the case of

pruning activities, especially when trees act as an obstacle for streetlight and visibility for traffic,
the right was provided to the municipality in many communities. As stated by one community,
“The city shall have the right to prune any tree or shrub on private property when it interferes
with the proper spread of light along the street from a streetlight or interferes with visibility of
any traffic control device or sign.” However, one community which was required to request
property owners for tree pruning was also explored. As mentioned, “The city shall request
property owners to prune any tree or shrub on private property when it interferes with the
visibility of any traffic control device or sign, or that obstructs the view of any street
intersection.” In first example, the city was directly responsible for pruning operations on private
property while in the second, the city requested the property owner to prune the tree.
4.24

Possession for variance
The purpose of having a variance in the ordinance was to waive or deviate from the

provisions mentioned in the article, only in case of unusual circumstances or extreme hardship.
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City arborists and tree commissions were responsible for handling variance issues. However, the
possession given to a city arborist differed among communities. For example, in one community,
“The city arborist shall have the authority, but is not required to exercise such authority, to grant
variances not to exceed twenty percent of the minimum or maximum standards of this chapter,”
while in another community: “The city arborist shall have the authority to grant written variance
requests not to exceed twenty percent of the minimum or maximum standards of this chapter.”
Between these two examples, the city arborist of one community did not have the mandatory
requirement of using his/her right to grant a variance, while the other had direct power of
handling variance issues.
4.25

Type of fence installation
Community ordinances included the provision of a fence installation to guard trees

designated to be protected in a tree protection plan before any site development and construction
activities. However, the type of fencing materials used varied. Some communities used wooden
or metal fencing and completely avoided plastic material. One community indicated, “Trees
designated on the Tree Protection Plan as Protected Trees must be completely enclosed by a rigid
wood or metal fence of a minimum height of six feet, and as approved by the Department of
Public Works……. Plastic or non-rigid forms of fencing will not be allowed…...”, while others
used colored plastic forms. As stated in another community, “Protective fencing shall consist of a
bright orange plastic mesh or more durable material that is at least four feet high……” On the
other hand, few communities did not write anything about fencing material except the color. As
noted in one community, “Protected trees and stands of trees proposed for retention shall have
orange construction fencing installed …….” The fence height was also varied from four to six
feet within communities.
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4.26

Tree risk determination
The presence of hazard trees in the community poses a danger to pedestrians, property

owners, and city employees working on tree care. Tree risk assessment analyses the tree health
and condition, which in turn could prevents future hazards. A tree risk assessment also helps
property owners and city departments promote tree health, vitality, and prosperity. Besides
having multiple benefits of tree risk determination, this provision was only found in a one
community. For instance, as stated “…. the tree board will make the risk determination for public
trees. In the case of an emergency, trees may be removed without prior authorization upon the
completion of a risk determination by the city administrator or his or her designee.” In the
example, tree risk assessment waived the need of authorization to remove trees during the period
of emergency. In another sense, it minimized the chances of threat that could occur during the
period of getting consent from the responsible authority.
4.27

Tree removal process versus stump removal
The process of tree removal was identified as being integrated with stump removal in

sampled communities. However, the level of stump removal during such a procedure varied. For
example, one community documented, “Stump removal to below ground level is considered part
of the tree removal process” and another community stated, “Tree removal to ground level is
considered part of the public tree removal process.” As seen in these examples, the first
community seemed to be concerned about people leaving stumps on the ground. They appeared
to be well-informed about several hazards that an open stump could bring such as attraction for
various insects, hazards during grass mowing and weed removal, and threats to people walking
on public lands as stumps take more time to decay. As a result, the first community had a
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provision for excavating a stump inside the ground while in the other, it was left open on the
ground surface. Thus, communities differed regarding tree removal procedures.
4.28

Stump removal versus stump grinding
Stump removal included removal of both stump and roots, which in turn completely

avoided the possibility of regrowth or new sprouts. On the other hand, stump grinding is a
process where a tree stump is excavated below the surface of the ground, and roots were left to
decay in the soil. In this study, the review of ordinances showed community support for stump
grinding rather than stump removal. However, the technical term “stump grinding” was not
found in many sampled communities. According to the provisions reviewed, most had them for
removing a stump just below the ground surface so that it does not become visible from the
surface. As stated in one community, “All stumps of street and park trees shall be removed
below the surface of the ground so that the top of the stump shall not project above the surface of
the ground.” However, none of the communities stated the depth of stump that could be ground.
Unlike other communities, one community stated the provision of tree stump removal such as,
“when trees are removed, the stump shall also be removed by the party responsible for cutting
and/or removing the tree.”
4.29

Provisions specific to developers
Most ordinance provisions were addressed to private property owners and municipality

departments. Only one ordinance stated a provision specific for developers. Developers were
required to designate a tree protection supervisor who imposed knowledge in the area of tree
protection practices and was charged with the responsibility to safeguard whether the tree
protection practices were carried out and to notify the city arborist immediately in case of tree
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damage during construction. As mentioned, “The developer must designate a tree protection
supervisor. This person must demonstrate knowledge in the area of tree protection practices
during construction and must be on-site to ensure tree protection measures are enforced.
………The tree protection supervisor must notify the city arborist immediately should any tree
damage occur on the site.” In other communities, city arborists or other personnel hired by a city
department were responsible for looking at multiple tasks including this; however, this
community made a separate provision for developers.
4.30

Unclear type of tree wells in ordinances
During site development and construction activities, the soil grade is usually modified,

either raised or lowered. When the ground level is lowered or raised, it creates several hazards to
existing trees such as root destruction, root suffocation, and water table alteration. During this
condition, trees are impossible to move as per the grade changes, therefore, the establishment of
tree wells acts as a solution. The provision of establishing tree wells was explored in one
community such as, “tree wells or tree walls (islands) shall be constructed as needed to protect
preserved trees from grade changes which result in changes of water supply to the tree protection
zone. Adequate means for drainage of excess moisture from the tree protection zone shall be
provided if tree wells or tree walls are constructed.” However, two types of tree wells existed,
one is an excavated tree well where the soil around the base of the tree is removed and the other
is a raised tree well where a circular border is created with bricks or rocks and then filled with
soil. Data presented here does not mention the type of tree well a community was addressing.
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4.31

Public rights regarding trees
The creation of a tree board was one platform devoted towards the public in ordinances.

Beyond that, public rights were hardly emphasized in the ordinances. In many sampled
communities, all rights regarding public tree care and management was only given to municipal
departments. However, the public was also given an equal right to look after public tree care and
management in one community. For instance,“…All city employees and the general public have
the right and are encouraged to report any trees within the city limits that are in need to be
protected, maintained, or removed to the designated city authority….” The data emphasized
rights for both city departments and community citizens for taking care of public trees.
4.32

Authority guiding the need of pruning
The right to prune trees on private property was given to municipal departments by most

communities. However, these communities only recognized the authority owning right but failed
to state the authority that identifies the need and makes private tree pruning decisions. One
community gave the authority of private tree pruning decisions to the police. As mentioned, “The
city shall have the right to prune any tree or shrub on private property …. The discretion to prune
such trees or shrubs is vested in the chief of police.” This provoked the question whether the
chief of police was the correct person to make pruning decisions.
4.33

Presence of typographical errors
Typographical errors were commonly identified in language addressing vegetation laws.

For example, one community documented, “The city shall have the right to prune any tree or
shrub or (should be on) private property when it interferes with the proper spread of light …,”
while another community noted, “…A copy of the record shall be field (should be filed) with the
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city clerk within ten days following each meeting”. Likewise next community stated the scale of
“1-inch equals 20 feet (1:30) (should be 1:20),” while another community included, “Any person
may appeal any decision or recommendation to the (should be of the) planning and zoning
commission to the mayor and city council, who may hear the matter and make the final
decision.”
4.34

Lack of codification
Code refers to the collection of all available laws under one category while the process of

codification included both collection and organization of those regulations into a logical and
systematic pattern (Bergel 1988). Regulations organized strictly through codification were
presented as code in Municode. The review of ordinances identified a community with up-todate vegetation ordinances. However, it was not located in the code section because it was not
codified. Instead, it was under the home section of Municode under the title “Adopted
Ordinances Not Yet Codified” and was written as “This code of ordinances is up to date as
indicated by the banner text above. Municipal codes may have received additional legislation,
but it has not been posted for interim display and is not currently scheduled to be codified.
Ordinance No. 24, Adopted 11/6/18. AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 24
REGULATING THE CUTTING AND REMOVAL OF TREES…....” When analyzing the
adopted date of this ordinance, it was found to be more than a year since it was adopted, and it
not been codified yet. This shows community negligence in codifying these regulations.
4.35

Contradiction between title given and content written
Some provisions in ordinances included the same text under different heading titles.

However, in some cases, the title given and content inside it did not make sense. For example,
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one community stated, “Sec. 46-22.- Liability: Nothing in this article shall be deemed to impose
any liability upon the city, its officers or employees, nor to relieve the owner of any private
property from the duty to keep any tree, shrub, or plant upon any street area on his property or
under his control in such condition as to prevent it from constituting a hazard or an impediment
to travel or vision upon any street, park, pleasure ground, boulevard, alley or public place within
the city.” Also, another community indicated “Sec. 74-20.- Scope of article. Nothing in this
article shall be deemed to impose any liability upon the city, its officers or employees, nor to
relieve the owner of any private property from the duty to keep any tree, shrub or plant upon any
street area on his property or under his control in such condition as to prevent it from constituting
a hazard or an impediment to travel or vision upon any street, park, pleasure ground, boulevard,
alley or public place within the city.” The two headings given were Liability and Scope of
Article. While analyzing the text, it was fitted with the title “Liability” rather than under the
heading of “Scope.” Technically, the “scope of the article describes the coverage occupied by the
provisions in the article and liability refers to the condition of being liable to something.” This
shows that the meaning of these two terms were far apart from each other. Therefore, text under
the heading scope of an article does not seem to be fit in comparison to liability.
4.36

Contradiction in sections within the article
The analysis of vegetation ordinances also led to the discovery that some sections were in

contradiction. For example, one community noted, “Sec. 27-21.-Scope: The provisions of this
article shall apply to Oaks, Magnolia, Cypress, Sycamore and Cedar trees within the city limits
of the City of…..., on all privately-owned property.” The lack of scientific name of tree species
was also next issue discovered in presented community ordinance example. Likewise, another
community stated, “Sec. 27-26.- Trees on public property: All trees of any kind, regardless of
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size, located on public property belonging unto the …... shall not be removed, cut down nor
destroyed except upon action of the city manager. Provided, however, any tree removed under
authority of the city manager shall nonetheless be reported to the city council by the city
manager stating his reasons therefor.” These two examples were taken from the same community
ordinance. The first section stated the scope of ordinance that was only devoted to tree species on
privately owned property, but the second example presented a section dealing with public trees
as well. Thus, these two sections of ordinance were conflicting among themselves.
4.37

Presence of inadequate information
Missing information was also explored in one ordinance. The content of ordinances

referred to tables (Table 1 and Table 2) to identify unacceptable and acceptable species in the
community. However, when going through the article there were no tables, instead there was a
section embedded with heading “tables,” where all the tables of the article were in the file in the
office of the city clerk-treasurer was written. As stated in community ordinance, “Unacceptable
species. Table 1 lists trees that, for various reasons, should not be planted on public or
semipublic lands without knowledge of their disadvantages and overriding reasons for using
them anyway. Acceptable species. Table 2 lists trees that are suitable for planting on public or
semipublic lands, provided that due consideration is given to their size, site preferences, and
special features that would favor some species over others for a given use” and “Sec. 42-33.Tables: All tables referenced in this article shall be on file in the office of the city clerktreasurer.”
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4.38

Duplication in ordinances
A primary problem among all sampled ordinances was duplication. Several kinds of

duplication existed such as exact line-by-line and word-by-word duplication, duplication in the
language of an ordinance with variation in key places, paraphrasing and/or writing different
section headings and duplicating the text inside it, and replicating the same provisions within the
article. Based on the review of duplication, two sub-themes were created in this study: (1)
duplication within the community and (2) duplication across the community.
4.38.1

Duplication within the community
The duplication was higher within communities of the same state rather than across the

states. Several sections of ordinances were duplicated within communities; however, one section
is presented here as an example. Two communities within the same state duplicated the goal of
their ordinance. As stated, “…….to promote and protect the public health, safety, and general
welfare of citizens and visitors by providing for the development of a community forestry plan to
address the planning, maintenance, and removal of public trees within the city in order to
promote the benefits of our community forest resources.”
4.38.2

Duplication across the multiple communities
The review of ordinances identified strong evidence of duplication mainly in eight

different sections of vegetation ordinances between two communities across different states.
Those eight section titles included: spacing of street trees, distance from curb and sidewalks,
distance from street corners and fireplugs, proximity to utilities, public tree care, pruning corner
clearance, interference with city, and review or appeal. One section is provided as an example,
State A community indicated, “Sec. 24-78. - Distance from curb and sidewalk: The distance trees
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may be planted from curbs or curb lines and sidewalks will be in accordance with the three (3)
species size classes listed in section 24-77, and no trees may be planted closer to any curb or
sidewalk than the following: Small trees, two (2) feet; medium trees, three (3) feet; and large
trees, four (4) feet.” State B community documented, Sec. 78-35. - Distance from curb and
sidewalk: The distance trees may be planted from curbs or curb lines and sidewalks will be in
accordance with the tree species size classes listed in section 78-33, and no trees may be planted
closer to any curb or sidewalk than the following: small trees, two feet; medium trees, three feet;
and large trees, four feet.” Everything between these two examples are similar, except the word,
“three” and “tree” and the way spacing distance were written.
4.39

Variations in tree topping provisions
Several sorts of provisions dealing with tree topping were uncovered. A majority of

communities stated “tree topping of all public trees is prohibited,” while a few wrote: “It shall
be unlawful as a normal practice for any person, firm or city department to top any street tree,
park tree or other tree on public property.” The first example indicated the restriction for tree
topping regardless of the circumstances while in the second, the word “normal practice”
suggested that under abnormal situations, such as hurricanes and storms, tree topping would be
okay. Similarly, another unclear statement was “the practice of topping a tree for growth control
is prohibited,” which leads to the idea that tree topping is acceptable for reasons other than
growth control (e.g., minimize risk of failure or decrease tree height).
4.40

Variations in the use of language
The language used in ordinances was analyzed and two types of provisions were

identified: strong and ambiguous. Strong language was found in provisions dealing with tree
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topping and pruning practices. For example, one community stated, “The practice of tree
topping is strongly discouraged on all public trees and as a tree care practice for private trees”,
while another community wrote, “The city shall make every effort possible to prune public trees
as necessary to encourage healthy form and resistance to breakage.” Ambiguous language was
discovered in tree removal provisions. As stated by one community indicated, “If the tree is
removed from the city's right-of-way, easement, or servitude, an appropriate species of tree
shall be replaced if space is available.…” The word “strongly discouraged” reflected strong
language in tree topping provision while the pruning provision did not mention clear words like
strongly encouraged or strong support but reflected strong language with the phrase “every
effort.” On the other hand, when analyzing tree removal provision mentioned above, the
replacement of removed trees was only made regarding the availability of space, which gives
sense of ambiguousness.
4.41

Pruning Best Management Practice
The American National Standard Institute (ANSI) A 300 Part 1 publishes an official

performance-pruning standard that every ordinance must follow for the care and maintenance of
trees, shrubs, and other woody plants in public and private landscapes. The analysis of
ordinances identified one community with the Shigo method of pruning written as one of the
currently and widely adopted methods. As stated, “The city or any public or private utility
company with which the city has a maintenance agreement shall utilize the Shigo method of
pruning which is currently the most widely accepted method of pruning. The city may
recommend other pruning techniques based upon specific needs and/or the development of
improved methods.” However, this method of pruning is not mentioned in the ANSI document;
therefore, it is considered an unofficial method.
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4.42

Right versus responsibility
Rights and responsibilities were commonly used terms in legal documents such as

ordinances. In general, these terms are always taken together, although they differed in their
meanings. Right comes with responsibilities and they go hand in hand. However, this analysis
did not support this idea in some ordinances. Some ordinances only talked about rights while
some included the clear statement of restricting responsibility but embraced the right. For
example, one community indicated, “The city shall have the right to plant, prune, maintain and
remove trees, plants and shrubs within the lines of streets, alleys, avenues, lanes, squares and
public grounds, as may be necessary to insure public safety and to preserve or enhance the
symmetry and beauty of such public grounds” and another community detailed, “The city shall
have the right, but not the responsibility, to plant, prune, maintain and remove trees, plants and
shrubs within the lines of all streets, alleys, avenues, lanes, squares, and public grounds, as may
be necessary to ensure public safety or to preserve or enhance the symmetry and beauty of such
public grounds.”
While both examples vigorously support the possession of rights by cities to plant, prune,
maintain and remove trees, plants, and shrubs within the lines of streets, alleys, avenues, lanes,
squares, and public grounds, the second example questions the responsibility of cities for
ensuring public safety by enjoying their civic rights. However, the second community
acknowledged that cities may be governed to ensure public safety or preserve or enhance the
symmetry and beauty of such public grounds, which is itself a “statement of responsibility.” The
responsibility comes itself even though the language omits language on responsibility. This
example presented a clear contradiction between rights and responsibilities in some ordinances.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The review of ordinances from 83 communities across eight states identified a large
range of variations and similarities in structure and content of current vegetation ordinances. As
expected, the structure and content of vegetation ordinances was dependent upon types of
templates used such as the National Arbor Day Foundation sample city tree (NADF) template,
Bernhardt and Sweichki (2001), and Tree City USA Bulleting guidelines. However, the use of
standard templates in developing ordinances was not a permanent solution (Cook 2016). Local
policy makers should have deep knowledge on the policy development process to incorporate
future needs over time. Even though communities followed ordinance templates, results
indicated the lack of essential components and provisions along with numerous problems in
current ordinances.
The definition section was the major finding lacking in many ordinances. Ordinances
lacking a definition section provided an opportunity for readers to interpret ordinances in ways,
in which the communities did not intend. Moreover, in some ordinances, the definition section
did not define all terms present in the article. For example, some ordinances of eight to ten pages
only defined a single term. The usage of the incorrect measurement units within definitions, such
as caliper measurement, also showed the weakness in ordinances. This may be due to author
error, negligence, and or lack of knowledge regarding the subject matter. Similarly, few
communities presented a severability clause. However, none mentioned the circumstances upon
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which the article would become invalid. Invalidation in the article could be due to a conflict in
regulations or if any ordinance provisions turned out to harm community property and citizens.
The presence of severability in any ordinance is a sign of a welfare ordinance.
The lack of enforcement provisions in ordinances was consistent with previous studies
(Coughlin et al. 1988, Head 2006). Some widely adopted templates such as the NADF sample
city tree template lacked an enforcement component. Ordinances not identifying an enforcement
officer did not specify any way of monitoring compliance with laws. The reason for a lack of
enforcement provisions may point towards a lack of knowledge of a municipal department or
responsible authority regarding effective ordinance components, any political strategy of the
community, lack of budget, and lack of a standard ordinance template that required the
mandatory requirement to address such. Results demonstrated that communities lacked
enforcement provisions but were focused on promoting the health, safety, and welfare of
community citizens. However, this was not possible until and unless there were proper
development and enforcement of ordinances (Abbey 1998). The establishment of enforcement
provisions was a good way to assess tree protection activities in public areas (Cooper 1996).
Most communities focused their penalty provisions on fines and punishments while few
penalties were based upon court orders and tree replacement provisions. Court order-based
penalties may not be strong enough to threaten violators because the punishment from the court
will not be known until and unless the violation has occurred. On the other hand, the practice of
imposing fines to the violator does not usually contribute to community tree care and
management (Coughlin et al. 1988). Such provisions should be replaced by orders of tree
replacement. Moreover, in situations where developers were unable to meet tree removal canopy
requirements, communities established a replacement fund or tree city bank to collect money in
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lieu of replacing trees. Such provisions of collecting money should be changed with stringent
tree replanting provisions. For example, if limited space was a problem for replacing trees, the
size of a proposed construction activity could be reduced, or alternative tree planting locations
could be identified rather than adjusting the tree replacement with money. Along with a tree
replacement fund or tree city bank, communities established tree preservation accounts, which
were to be used for public tree care and management. However, there was a lack of provisions
addressing assurance of such funds for public tree care and management. Further, the authority
(e.g., tree board, public works, and mayor) responsible for investing those funds was not
identified in any of the ordinances.
There was lack of some clauses, which were expected to be included in ordinances. For
example, post-hazard response provisions during harsh weather conditions such as floods,
storms, tornados, and hurricanes were not identified in any of the communities. Many
communities waived requirements of an article during such an emergency, but none cared about
the authority responsible for restoring the landscape on public and private land after such events.
Likewise, an invasive species list was absent in many ordinances. This could be because the
presence of approved tree species in the ordinance may be enough for communities to draw a
line between invasive and noninvasive species or the lack of expertise in identifying invasive
species. Moreover, the exemption of permit requirements for invasive tree species removal was
also not listed by most communities. Furthermore, Best Management Practices (BMPs), which
play an important role in providing standards for managing urban vegetation (Hauer & Peterson
2016) and help in formulating ordinances were not stated in any ordinances. Ordinance purposes
can be better accomplished if activities are carried out with the combination of BMP guidelines.
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The review of ordinances identified some uncommon provisions that were addressed by
few communities but were questionable. For example, some community ordinances listed criteria
for selecting an appropriate tree species list in their community. However, this kind of
information would be more effective if presented in an urban forest management plan rather than
an ordinance. Next provision was the discovery of conditional tree replacement provision for
issuing a land clearing permit for removal of an historic tree in a community. Although, such
conditional provisions seemed to be flexible, once the work was completed it was not guaranteed
whether conditional requirement would be met. No authority on investigating it was identified.
Moreover, one community provided the right to the chief of police to decide which trees to prune
on private property. However, authority for such decisions should be given to certified arborists,
or urban foresters rather than the chief of police because there are certain standards to follow and
understood before making pruning decisions. Another example was provision directed towards
easement property. In some easement provisions, private property owners were responsible for
taking care of easement trees. However, since the city or municipal department identified the
need and sought permission from the private property owner for an easement agreement, the city
should be responsible for taking care of the trees instead of private property owners.
Another major shortcoming of current ordinances was lack of systematic placement of
vegetation ordinances in Municode. Very few communities had independent and well-written
vegetation chapters. Zhang et al. (2009) supported this finding stating only 20 communities
contained self-contained tree ordinances in Alabama. Moreover, few community ordinances
were in an appendix section. However, an appendix within a code should be the section where
supplementary information, such as an acceptable species list, is included. By contrast, the main
sections of the code are local laws. Therefore, readers search vegetation ordinances in code, not
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in an appendix. Likewise, some community ordinances included provisions for all vegetation
types such as trees, shrubs, plants, and weeds. At the same time, there were some communities,
which only included regulations for weeds. In addition, there was also a need of designating
specific chapters for vegetation regulation in Municode. Several chapters dealing with tree
ordinances such as zoning, land development, and planning were also highlighted by Head
(2006). These vegetation ordinances could be kept under vegetation or environment chapters to
maintain consistency and be easily accessible to the public.
The inconsistence presence of “shall” and “may” was another finding of this study. In
legal terms, “shall” deals with something that is mandatory while “may” refers to permission
(Craies 1971). Both terms carry some authority (i.e., one denotes a requirement to do something
while the other depends upon the decision taken; Kurzon 1986). The use of shall and may have
legal implications that create liability for cities. Therefore, the meaning, weight and importance
of these terms should be understood from a legal point of view before using them in ordinances.
Another issue identified was presence of incomplete information and typographical errors in
ordinances. Cities pay a membership fee to publish their code online to make it accessible to the
public. Therefore, it is worthless presenting such incomplete information. Likewise, the
existence of typographical errors not only creates the impression of carelessness but also poses
ambiguity and reduces the reliability and reputation of communities.
The language and words used play an important role in the formation of any policy. They
provide the basis for interpreting the meaning of laws and provisions stated. Despite this
knowledge, the meaning of words used in legal documents are not always apparent (Schane
2002). In this study, some ordinance provisions were unclear and equivocal allowing room for
uncertainty and misunderstanding to interpret meaning subjectively. Some used strong as well as
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ambiguous language in ordinance content. Normally, the use of strong language makes
provisions more stringent and complex, while ambiguous language provides opportunities to use
law for other benefits rather than community tree care and management.
While many community ordinances were lacking major ordinance components, there
were also some ordinances, which presented unique provisions. For example, some ordinances
emphasized enforcement provisions by designating alternative personnel to enforce the article
under the absence of the main designated personnel and some community ordinances highlighted
tree replacement provisions by allocating separate locations for replanting trees in case of limited
space. Likewise, some ordinances focused making tree board meetings open to the public. Such
openness unlocks the door for community people to understand ongoing issues and activities
carried out by the tree board, which aids in building relationships. Some ordinances presented the
requirement of courses and trainings for designated tree board members, acting as a challenge to
those community ordinances who perceive that only the establishment of a tree board will be
enough to contribute towards community tree care and management. Based on need and
preference, such unique objectives could be added by communities lacking them. The provisions
of electronic record keeping of all tree related activities carried out in the community and the
provisions of a tree risk assessment could be some important provisions for other communities to
add in ordinances.
Furthermore, some community ordinances specified responsibilities to developers such as
hiring a tree protection supervisor before carrying out development or construction activities in
the community. Such provisions could be burden upon developers but still could act as an
effective way of preserving trees on lands where site development and construction activities
were proposed. Some ordinances emphasized equal rights to both public and municipal city
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departments for public tree care and management. These communities might have understood the
importance of joint effort of both city departments and community people for the effective
implementation of an ordinance. Moreover, some communities emphasized the presence of both
citizens and residents on the tree board committee, which could be due to the presence of a high
proportion of residents in the community or when trying to diversify the tree board.
There were some provisions, which were addressed by most communities. Many
ordinances supported stump grinding rather than stump removal, which could be because of the
range of benefits it offers. Stump grinding is easier and less expensive and labor intensive in
comparison to stump removal. The fine residues produced during stump grinding can act as a
mulch for the soil. It avoids the necessity of filling the ground with extra soil as the stump
eventually evolves into the soil. On the other hand, stump removal disfigures the environment
creating a large hole in the ground and requires a large amount of money, labor, and machinery
to conduct. Also, many communities imposed private tree pruning rights to municipalities rather
than private homeowners that could minimize potential hazards since municipalities were
supposed to well equipped with resources and inspects the community tree condition more often
than private homeowners. In addition, the height of colored fence developed to preserve
protected trees was found to be lower than metal fences in many ordinances and that may be
because color of fencing was enough to send the hazard message rather than there being a need
for a greater height or strength of the material.
Another topic for discussion was ordinance objectives. The lack of clear, specific,
targetable, and quantifiable objectives or goals was the major drawback of existing ordinances.
Targetable objectives were only focused on assessing urban canopy cover such as to maintain
40% increase of canopy cover. However, a timeframe for achieving ordinance objectives was not
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encountered in any of those ordinances sampled. Some community ordinances stated very
general goals such as “to provide regulation or established standards for the planting,
maintenance, and removal of trees, shrubs, and other plants within the city.” Typically,
ordinances were established to provide regulations, so such goals do not provide any basis for
interpreting an ordinance and assessing its success. The ordinance of any community should
work as a strong tool for achieving community forest management goals (Bernhardt & Sweichki
2001). This statement was followed by a community stating its goal was “to provide a
mechanism for the management of trees and woody vegetation in the city.” However, this was
rare across communities. Most communities adopted tree ordinances for two reasons: (1) to
protect and preserve their urban vegetation and (2) to get designated as a Tree City USA. Head
(2006) supported this finding, with the addition of two other reasons, (1) population growth and
(2) loss of tree canopy cover.
The benefits of the urban forest will increase with an increase in urban canopy cover.
Therefore, the goal of maintaining urban canopy cover in any ordinance was a positive sign for
urban forestry. There were some goals which provided doubt on whether these were the
objectives of an ordinance such as establishment of a tree board and communicating benefits of
trees as objectives. The establishment of a tree board in any ordinance should be incorporated as
an element of the ordinance, not as a goal of creating a tree board in the community ordinance.
One reason for stating an objective of tree board creation could be for a tree city designation.
Furthermore, many vegetation ordinances stated benefits of trees in their objective section in
multiple ways. Some presented a long list of tree benefits, while some provided a short list.
However, benefits obtained from trees were not the right place to include as an ordinance
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objective because a goal is a statement of what the ordinance hopes to achieve. Such objectives
do not contribute to community tree care and management.
Duplication was commonly existed in ordinances. Mostly, communities within the same
state had similar ordinances, which could be due to similar geographical, topographical, and
climatic conditions or the presence of templates produced by the state forestry commissions or
urban forest councils. The sense of competition among communities, lack of interest (Cooper
1996), ignorance about importance of vegetation ordinances, and lack of skilled expertise in
writing ordinances could be some reasons for the existence of duplications in vegetation
ordinances. Such duplicated ordinances will only be limited in written form in the office of a
municipality or Municode. However, the presence of duplication in ordinances reflects the lack
of knowledge of local policy makers regarding the existence of differences in communities, in
terms of nature such as soil and climatic conditions, ethnic traditions, political and economic
climate, and legal framework (Miller et. al. 2015). Furthermore, communities could follow the
same ordinance template but the content inside it should not be duplicated. Communities should
be able to decide between what aspects of the ordinance can be consistent and between those that
the city should design. Ordinance content should be developed by analyzing community resident
needs and interests, geographical and ecological characteristics, and existing urban tree canopy.
Furthermore, the extent of duplication was not limited in establishing new ordinances.
Communities duplicated provisions in the process of revising and updating ordinances as well.
For example, during the first analysis of this study, a community was identified with a vegetation
chapter which contained only three to four vegetation provisions. Later, the same community
was found to contain 22 provisions copied from another community ordinance. This shows that
duplication existed in various ways. Likewise, many communities in Georgia reported using
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Fulton County’s tree ordinance as a model ordinance (Head 2006). If every community copies
the same model, this will not require local policy makers to understand the vegetation ordinance
development process (Cook 2016). Therefore, knowledge by local policy makers on the
vegetation ordinance development process is essential when drafting better ordinances.
A report by Head (2006) supported the finding of duplication while a study by Weber
(1982) and Profous (1992) contradicted the finding. According to Profous (1992) regulations
varies widely based on tree management on municipal land while Weber (1982) stated municipal
tree ordinances were rarely copied. These results supported the idea that over time several
components contributing to urban pressure were introduced and, as a result, many communities
instituted ordinances referring to other communities and several publications as templates in the
rush to protect urban vegetation. Some alternatives to reduce or remove the duplication issue
would be educating local policy makers and establishing a system of investigating the originality
of an ordinance prior to its approval. The local policy makers can be asked to fill out a form and
sign it stating the ordinance is original before submitting it for approval. Later if found to be
duplicated, strong legal actions could be taken.
This study applied stratified random sampling technique based on population size to
understand the relationship between population size and ordinances. A direct relationship was
explored between population size and the posting of vegetation ordinances in Municode. The
lower the community population size, the less likely it was to have a vegetation ordinance in
Municode and vice versa. In this study, communities with a low population category (i.e., <
10,000) lacked vegetation ordinances in Municode compared to communities with medium
(10,000 to 50,000) and high (> 50,000) populations. Several other past studies (Kenney & Idziak
2000, Kuhns et al. 2003 Schroeder et al. 2003 Head 2006 Stevenson et al. 2008) also identified
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the absence of vegetation ordinances in communities with low populations. Less availability of
resources by smaller communities for urban forestry programs was identified as a major reason
for not having many urban forest policies in place (Kenney & Idziak 2000, Conway & Urbani
2007). However, increased tax revenue can be one funding source for urban forest management
in communities with higher populations (Miller & Bates 1978).
Urban forest management included both public and private trees, so it was expected that
regulations and guidelines for both public and private property would exist in ordinances.
However, many ordinances in this study were only devoted to public tree care and management.
This finding was supported by Conway & Urbani (2007). They stated that private property
ordinances could have much more influence on urban forests rather than public property
ordinances. Opposition from those who view private property regulations as an unnecessary
burden (Cooper 1996), a lack of public support (Zhang et al. 2007), more emphasis on public
property than private (with the view that public property was common property and any burden
would affect the whole community), and perceptions that private property trees can also be
operated by legal mechanisms established for public property could be reasons for low attention
given towards private property ordinances.
This research does not contribute to assessing effectiveness of existing ordinances.
Nevertheless, the review of structural elements in ordinance can provide a superficial idea of
effectiveness but, the better approach for evaluating it could be including the opinions from
diverse community stakeholders’ groups affected by these laws. According to Bernhardt and
Sweichki (1992), ordinances with five essential elements such as clearly stated goals, the
designation of responsibility, setting of basic performance standards, flexibility, and enforcement
standards were considered effective. The absence of any of these ordinance components would
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hinder effectiveness. All these components were hardly mentioned in most ordinances reviewed
in this study. Therefore, this research interpreted that many existing ordinances were not as
effective and could be strengthened by including all these elements.
Municipal authorities, local policymakers, urban foresters, arborists, and local
stakeholder groups such as developers and community citizens are those who will be benefitted
from these research findings. The findings will provide insights to make informed policy
decisions for creating new ordinances and guides communities in the process of updating and
revising ordinances. Extension service can disseminate these findings and educate local policy
makers, municipal departments, and local stakeholders’ groups. Furthermore, efforts need to be
made to draft better vegetation ordinances that are written in simple language, meets the needs
and interests of the community, and includes essential ordinance components for better
implementation. The clear understanding of the relationship between community characteristics
and types of ordinance provisions acts as one way to help communities’ draft better ordinances
(Dickerson et al. 2001). There existed many ordinances analyzed in this study that needed
simplification to make them more teachable and understandable. There also was a need to correct
most of the inconsistencies and redundancies.
Four questions needed to be asked before drafting new ordinance or revising and
updating existing ones: (1) what will be the resident’s perceptions (support or oppose) regarding
varying ordinance provisions and do they have knowledge regarding it?, (2) is it possible to
enforce the ordinance sufficiently?, (3) does the ordinance incorporate all the prevailing factors
that limit tree heath, growth and survival?, and (4) will the government be able to fulfill all the
budgetary and labor requirements essential for the ordinance (Bernhardt and Sweichki 1992).
Answers to these questions will guide communities towards determining whether the ordinance
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will succeed (American Public Works Association 2007). Along with this, public perception,
participation and preference, support from government, and incorporation of locally available
resources were essential to address when developing ordinances (Zhang et al. 2009). However,
community support should be established before developing an ordinance so that opinions from a
diverse group of existing stakeholders such as arborists, urban foresters, realtors, and developers
can be incorporated into the process (Weber 1982). After the adoption of ordinances,
enforcement standards and education were two major components that makes ordinances work in
the community (Hauer & Peterson 2016).
The review of existing ordinances led to several questions that need further study. Even
though several guidelines existed for developing ordinances, this research identified many
community ordinances that were copies of others or followed model ordinances. What were the
reasons for communities not developing their own ordinances? Do vegetation ordinance
development processes exist or only the templates? Do local policy makers have enough
knowledge on vegetation ordinance development processes in the community? What were the
measures that could be taken to help local policy makers in identifying best practices for
ordinance structure and content specific to their individual community? There have been limited
studies on identifying effective ordinance elements, so further studies can work on identifying
other effective ordinance components in addition to those identified by past researchers. This
research identified that the posting of ordinances in Municode varied according to community
population, but does the structure and content of ordinances also differ according to population?
Moreover, this research would have been better if all communities within the southern United
States were incorporated. Florida and Texas had higher numbers of communities listed in
Municode compared to states that were used for this study. A region-wide study would have
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been better. Time constraints were the main reason for not conducting a region-wide study. Thus,
future research can be extended to other regions of USA. In addition, this same research can also
be conducted in smaller scale, taking more sample points, and conducting in-depth study.
Likewise, the method used in this study can be replicated using survey procedures targeting
mayors, members of state municipal leagues; and local stake holder groups and can also
incorporate communities beyond the Municode for future research.
The table below summaries the overall discussion section, focusing the requirements for
drafting best practices of ordinance.
Table 5.1

List presenting best practices of ordinances

Best practices of Essential ordinance
components/provisions
Presence of definition sections in ordinance,
including correct definitions of all terms used
in the article.
Presence of severability clause.
The presence of enforcement provisions in
ordinance, with clear definition of
enforcement officers.
The replacements of penalty provisions on
fines with strong orders of tree replanting
provisions.
The designation of authority responsible for
investigating funds collected in tree
replacement fund or tree city banks.
The inclusion of post hazard response
provisions during emergency conditions in
ordinances
The presence of invasive species list
The exemptions of permit requirement for
invasive species removal

What it does?
Avoids users to misinterpret the meaning of
terms used in the article.
Preserves whole ordinance form becoming
invalid, if any section or clause of article is
declared invalid by court.
It helps in maintaining compliance with laws.
Contributes towards community and urban
tree care and management.
It monitors whether the funds collected were
used for public tree care and management.
It specifies authority responsible for restoring
the landscape after such emergency
conditions.
Educates community citizens regarding
harmful plant species of the community.
Motivates community people in the removal
of those species.
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Table 5.1 (continued)
The inclusion of best management practices
with community ordinances
The systematic placement of vegetation
regulations in designated location and
chapters
The addition of provisions for electronic
record keeping of trees and tree risk
assessments in ordinances
Public given equal rights as of municipal city
department to take care of public trees in
community
Inclusion of both residents and citizens in tree
board
The presence of clear, specific, targetable, and
quantifiable objectives in ordinances
Ordinances developed by analyzing
community resident needs and interests,
geographical and ecological characteristics,
and existing urban tree canopy, instead of
duplication
The equal inclusion of regulations for private
property as of public tree care and
management.
Four questions essential to ask before
developing ordinances, (1) what will be the
resident’s perceptions (support or oppose)
regarding varying ordinance provisions and
do they have knowledge regarding it?, (2) is it
possible to enforce the ordinance
sufficiently?, (3) does the ordinance
incorporate all the prevailing factors that limit
tree heath, growth and survival?, and (4) will
the government be able to fulfill all the
budgetary and labor requirements essential for
the ordinance (Bernhardt and Sweichki 1992).

Helps in formulating ordinances and
ordinance purposes can be better
accomplished if activities are carried out with
the combination of BMP guidelines.
Makes easily accessible for readers.
Helps in monitoring tree activities in the
community.
Joint effort of public and city department can
contribute on effective implementation of
ordinance.
Maintains diversity in the committee.
They work as a basis for evaluating
effectiveness of ordinance.
Addressing local needs increases possibility
of getting public support and acts effective in
implementation.
Urban forest not only includes public trees,
therefore, regulations and guidelines for
private property are also essential for
maintaining private trees.
Answers to these questions will guide
communities towards determining whether
the ordinance will succeed (American Public
Works Association 2007)
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
This study analyzed current trends of vegetation ordinances within the communities
across the eight states of the ISA Southern Chapter. Overall, this study concluded that variations
and similarities existed in both ordinance templates and content. However, these were more
common within the states than across the states. Some community ordinances were well-written,
organized, and included unique provisions that supported community tree management, while
others were poorly written. A few ordinances included essential elements for effectiveness, while
it was absent in most ordinances. Stringent and unclear provisions mostly dealt with tree topping
requirements whereas flexible provisions were noted in tree replacement upon tree removal
provisions. In some ordinances, the purpose behind ordinance establishment is still questionable.
Structural elements such as enforcement and severability standards were an essential
component that many ordinances should add. In many ordinances, some provisions needed
further attention such as incorporating provisions dealing with BMPs, an invasive species list,
exemptions for permits dealing with invasive species, tree survey provisions, stringent tree
replacement requirements, post hazard response provisions, authority for assuring collected
funds used for public tree care, and regulations focused for private property trees as of public
property. Ordinance goals were not stated clearly in many ordinances. Some commonly
identified issues were chaotic placement of vegetation ordinance in multiple chapters and in
appendix sections of Municode, unclear goals, lack of enforcement and severability provisions,
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and the presence of typographical errors in ordinance text. Additionally, this study also explored
several issues such as unclear and equivocal ordinance languages and provisions, missing
information, sections contradicting within the ordinance, duplications, and lack of codification.
Most issues in existing ordinances could be mitigated by educating local stakeholder groups, and
policymakers.
The results concluded that there is a need for drafting better ordinances in many
communities. Until now, no previous studies specifically focused on analyzing and interpreting
provisions and clauses listed in ordinances. Therefore, this study provides baseline information
to researchers and policy makers who are working in a similar area. Results also highlighted the
need for updating and revising some current ordinances. Efforts should be made in developing
ordinances from the local level centering on individual community needs and interests. Future
researchers can focus on drafting ways for best developing practices of vegetation ordinances in
communities. This research depicts a clear scenario of current vegetation ordinances that can
play a vital role in policy development of urban forests.
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Table A.1

Serial
Number
1.

2.

3.

The list of initial codes generated from the data (in code adopted and code formulated column) and changed to final
themes and subthemes fitting the data
Codes adopted
• Placement of
vegetation
ordinance
- in code
- in appendix
- one-chapter
- two-chapter
- three-chapter
• Title

• Purpose
• Intent
• Findings

Code formulated

Themes

Codes changed into
Sub-themes and sub minor
themes

Organization of
ordinances

• Presence of “Shall”
• Presence of “May”
• Presence of both terms

Legal terminology
used in ordinances

• Tree canopy
• Tree board and Tree City
designation
• Tree survey
• Development of urban and
community forestry plan
• Removal and replacement of trees
• Environment benefits
• Costs, expenses, monetary, funding
• Appearance and beautification
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Ordinance
objectives

1. Urban canopy cover
2. Community oriented
3. Establishment of a tree
board
4. Tree ordinance adoption for
tree city USA designation
5. Tree survey
6. Unclear objectives
7. Management strategy
8. Tree removal and
replacement
9. Model city

Table A.1 (continued)
• Caliper
• Diameter at breast height
• Trees
• Tree topping
5. • Enforcement
4.

6.

7.

• Penalty and violations

• Tree board
- Name
- Purpose
- Composition
- Compensation
- Appointment and vacancy
filled
- Board meetings, quorum,
record of proceedings,
findings etc.
- Duties and responsibilities
of tree board

• Difference in caliper unit
Definition
section
• Not clearly defined
• Emphasis for enforcement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fines
Imprisonment
Hard labor
Injunctive relief
First offense
Second offense
Separate offense
Tree-based penalty
Under Purpose
- Diversity
- Mange tree,
- Recommendations
- Arbor day
• Under composition
- Ex-officio members
- Citizens and Residents inclusion
- Ethics and policy
• Under board meetings
- Robert Rules of order
- Regular and special meetings
- Public meetings
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Enforcement
provisions

1. Lack of clear definition
2. Strong concern for enforcement
1. Penalty for repetition of the
violation
2. Violations upon tree actions

Penalty
provisions

1. Name of tree board
2. Purpose of tree board
3. Composition of tree boards
✓ Inconsistent presence of citizens
and residents in tree board
✓ Code of ethics and training
Establishment 4. Compensation
of Tree board 5. Filling of vacant positions
6. Board meetings, record of
proceedings, and findings
✓ Robert’s Rules of Order
✓ Occurrence of tree board
meetings

Table A.1 (continued)

•

8.

• Interference based on
tree board

•
•
•
•
•

9.

• Appeal

•
•
•
•

- Power to vote
- Removal authority
Under duties
- Advisory board
- Administrative support
- Arbor week and day celebration
- Communication
- Plan, provide recommendation
- Maintenance of tree list
- Tree City USA
- Provide information
- Study problem
- Grants and loans
- Tree survey
- Public recognition
- Planting, pruning procedures
- Guidelines establishment
- Investigate
Based on city personnel,
Based on city,
Based on city utilities,
Based on city tree policy
Prevent and delay along with
interference
Decision types for appeal
Appeal procedures
Duration of appeal
Rules for hearing process
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✓ Members attendance
verses removal from tree
board and voting power
✓ Quorum
7. Duties and responsibilities
of tree board

Establishment of
Tree board

Interference
prohibited section

Appeal section

1. Process for filing an appeal
2. Time limitations for appeal
Hearing process of an
appeal

Table A.1 (continued)
10.

• Severability

11.

• Conflict in regulations

12.

•
•
•
•

Severability
provisions
Conflict in
regulations section

Spacing of street trees
Distance between curb and sidewalks
Distance from street corners
Distance between street corners and
fire hydrants
• Distance between tree, and sewer lines
• Distance between tree and utility lines
• Spacing between trees

Spacing distance

• Criteria
• Tree Guide
• Mandatory

14.

• Approved tree species
• Approved tree replacement list
• Approved/Recommended tree list
(Overstory and Understory)
• Street tree list
• Recommended Native plants
• List of Recommended Shrubs
• Tree Survey

15.

• Replacement of vegetation

•
•
•
•

13.

• Colored ribbons
Criteria
Quantity
Spacing
Alternate replacing
location
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Approved tree
species list

Tree survey
provisions
Tree replacement
provisions

1. Spacing of street trees
2. Distance between curbs and
sidewalks
3. Distance from street corners
4. Distance from fireplugs/ fire
hydrants
5. Distance between tree, utility,
and sewer lines
6. Spacing between trees
1. Tree selection criteria
2. Tree list as a guide or
mandatory

Table A.1 (continued)
16.

17.

18.

19.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree removal permit
Tree planting permit
Grading or Building permit
Protected tree removal permit
Zoning permit
Timber harvesting permit
Land clearing permit
Land disturbance permit
Tree conservation permit
Applicability in zoning areas
Applicability in new development,
construction, renovation, or
redevelopment lands
• Applicability in weeds
• Exemptions for Public utilities

• Arborist license and insurance

• Conditional permit
• Excavation permit
Permit type in ordinances

• Applicability
- to private property
- to public areas
- to both public and private
- to site requiring permits and
specific limits
• Weather exemptions
• General pestilence or Disease
• Tree removal permit
exemptions
• Residential exemptions
• Forestry operations or forest
management practices
• Easement conditions
• Agricultural operations
• Building permit exemptions
• ISA exemptions
• Fee amount
• Insurance amount
• Training and Knowledge
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Applicability section

Exemption section

Arborist license and
insurance provisions

Table A.1 (continued)
20.

21.
22.

• Treebank
• Tree fund
• Tree preservation
account
• Electronic
recordkeeping
• Easement

23.
24.

• Variance

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

• Removal of stump

Establishment of financial
accounts for public trees
Provisions of electronic
recordkeeping
• Parties in agreement
• Duration of easements
• Responsible party for taking
care of trees
• Owners consent
• Easement distance
• Private tree pruning cities right
• Cities to request
• City arborist authority required
• Not required
• Fence installation
- Colored fence
- Metal or wood fence
• Tree board risk assessment
• Connection between Stump and
tree removal
• Stump grinding
- No technical word
- No depth
• Tree protection supervisor
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Variations in easement
provisions

Cities inconsistent possession
for private tree pruning
Possession for variance

Type of fence installation
Tree risk determination
Tree removal process verses
stump removal
Stump removal verses stump
grinding
Provision specific to developers

1. Tree replacement fund or
tree city bank
2. Tree preservation account

Table A.1 (continued)
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

• Tree well for protected trees
• Public possession and public tree
management
• Private tree pruning possessions
• Errors
• Adopted ordinances not yet codified
• Same text with different headings
•
•
•
•
•
•

39.
40.
41.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope and ordinance section dispute
Tables missing
Same ordinance text
Exact line by line and word by word
copy
Similar ordinance language but
variation in key places
Different section headings but
copying text
Replication of provisions
Whole ordinance copy
Ambiguous and vague provisions
Strong words
Unproductive provisions
Pruning method

Unclear type of tree wells in ordinances
Public rights regarding trees
Authority guiding the need of pruning
Presence of typological blunders
Lack of codification
Contradiction between title given and
content written
Contradiction in sections within the article
Presence of inadequate information

Duplication in ordinances

1. Duplication within
the states
2. Duplication across
the state

Unclear statements
Variations in the use of language

Unpublished pruning method according to
American National Standard Institute
42.
Right versus responsibility
• Views of right and responsibility
Note: Code adopted, and code formulated columns indicate initial codes, represented by symbol (⚫), used to develop the final 42
themes. Number assigned denoted the list of sub-themes created while a tick mark (✓) illustrated sub minor themes. Codes adopted:
adopted from the existing structural ordinance components; Codes formulated: formulated from identification and analysis of
keywords, sentences, phrases, and purpose of ordinances section; and Themes: developed based on adopted and formulated codes.
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